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Dear Reader
Welcome to the
December issue of
Philatelic Exporter.
As the year draws to
a close, it is a time for reflection and
this year has certainly provided some
interesting moments. With the impact
of Covid-19 still being felt around the
world, things are by no means back to
normal, but this year has seen some
marked improvements. As Ray Howes
explains in his review of the year,
trading has been highly successful in
some areas, while Wayne Youngblood
has looked back further and discovered
similarities between our current
situation and that of the financial crisis
of 2008.
The year has certainly seen more
in-person events taking place and many
more are planned for 2022.
On a personal note, my best wishes go
to Hayley, as she goes off on maternity
leave, and I welcome Fiona Gunn as the
lead designer on the magazine.
Best wishes,
Alison Boyd
Editor Philatelic Exporter
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News

News Round-up
New Chair for PTS • Wallace Document up for Auction • Award for The Postal Museum

NEW CHAIR AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR
ANNOUNCED BY PTS

THE Philatelic Traders’ Society
(PTS) has announced Simon
Carson as its new Chair. Simon has
been a member of the PTS Council
since 2015 and has most recently
held the position of Vice-Chair.
After three years as PTS Chair,
Suzanne Rae took on the newly created role of PTS
Managing Director in November. Shifting the Society’s
organisational structure in this way recognises the need
for this new senior professional position within the PTS
team. As MD, Suzanne will report directly to the PTS
Chair and Council.
In her time as Chair, and working extensively with
the PTS Council and team, Suzanne has steered the
Society through a global pandemic and brought in new
offers and initiatives. She introduced Virtual Stampex,
new physical Stampex concepts, the eBay Authorised
Seller Partnership, the globally recognised PTS Awards
and the PTS Collector Handbook. She was also
instrumental in creating the ‘Look for the Shield’ and
Proud Member campaigns and an online Smiler Shop.
Suzanne has worked with the team to streamline back
office processes, grow membership, improve member
and external communication and came up with new and
creative ways to promote members. She integrated new
technologies and positioned the PTS as the international
society for philatelic professionals.
There is still work to do to ensure the Society can
thrive and the PTS Council is delighted that Suzanne
will continue to drive forward the future agenda in this
new role. The Council is also thrilled that the Vice-Chair,
Simon Carson, will be stepping into the Chair position to
bring a fresh perspective and new energy to the Society.
Simon said: ‘I am so proud to be taking over the baton
as PTS Chair. I truly believe that we have a world-class
Society and Stampex brand, with a host of remarkable
and diverse members who all add something to who we
are and what we do. I look forward to meeting many of
our members and partners face to face and remotely over
the coming months and welcome any ideas and feedback
on how we can make our Society even stronger.’
Suzanne added: ‘It has been an incredible honour to
have acted as PTS Chair from 2018–21. The Society has
taken up a lot of my head space over the past few years,
but it has also taken up a lot of my heart space. I am
excited about delivering even more in my new role, handin-hand with Simon. I remain committed to delivering the
best possible benefits for our members and to ensuring
that the Society remains bold, innovative, professional
and community led in how it promotes its members,
supports the trade and boosts the hobby.’

WALLACE DOCUMENT UP FOR AUCTION

ON 7 December, Sotheby’s in London will be offering for sale what
it describes as the world’s earliest, securely dated Penny Black. The
pristine stamp, unused and from plate 1a (the very first printed sheet)
and lettered AI, is part of a unique document, dated 10 April 1840,
from the archive of leading British postal reformer and MP Robert
Wallace. Described by Sotheby’s as the ‘most important piece of
philatelic history in existence’, the stamp has an estimate of £4–£6
million and will be auctioned as part of its ‘Treasures’ sale.
Rediscovered nearly 30 years ago, the stamp’s identification began
when British businessman and philatelist Alan Holyoake purchased
the Wallace Document, to which the stamp is attached, almost ten
years ago. Holyoake then undertook a three-year research project,
which culminated with the document being issued with certificates
of authenticity from the Royal Philatelic Society London (2016) and
the British Philatelic Association (2015), and with its subsequent
exhibition at the National Postal Museum in Washington DC.
The Wallace Document comes from a scrap album assembled
by Robert Wallace, who set up a commission responsible for postal
reform. The document brings together the Penny Black and a proof
of the Mulready stationery, which were given to Wallace by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Francis Baring.
The document
passed to the Caldwell
family in 1855. In 1991,
it was consigned to
Cavendish Philatelic
Auctions who sold it
to an overseas buyer
in its entirety. It was
then broken up and
the three major pieces,
including the Wallace
Document, were
separated.

AWARD FOR THE POSTAL MUSEUM

THE Postal Museum in London has won the Best Accessible Museum
award in the Kids in Museums Family Friendly Museum Awards 2021.
The announcement was made at an online award’s ceremony on 11
October, hosted by art dealer and broadcaster Philip Mould from
BBC’s Fake or Fortune.
Hannah Clipson, Community Learning Manager at the museum,
said: ‘We’re delighted that the museum’s approach to programmes
and our collaboration with families and expert partners has been
recognised by Kids in Museums with this award. It is especially
rewarding to receive this recognition judged by families with additional
needs. It is a real testament to everyone’s hard work and commitment
to bringing a visit to The Postal Museum to life for all visitors.’
Run by the charity Kids in Museums, the overall 2021 winner, and
winner of best small museum, was the Bailiffgate Museum & Gallery
in Alnwick.
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News
1c. Magenta Exhibition Opens • London 2022 Update • Judges for PTS Awards
1C. MAGENTA EXHIBITION OPENS

AFTER successfully bidding on the 1856 British Guiana 1c.
Black on Magenta back on 8 June and then welcoming the
world’s most-expensive stamp to its offices in London on 16
July, Stanley Gibbons has now launched the next phase in its
plans for this iconic stamp.
As of 8 November, the 1c. Magenta will be on regular display
to visitors at Stanley Gibbons’ shop at 399 Strand, London.
The exhibition, with the stamp as its centrepiece, charts the
story of the famous 1c. Magenta and its journey through some
of the most famous collections in history.
Initially, the exhibition will be open on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday every week (9.30am until 4pm), with three
additional Saturday openings in the run up to Christmas – 20
November, 4 December and 18 December (11am until 4pm).
On the evening of 2 November, a preview event was held
for the philatelic community. After entering the exhibition
space on the first floor of 399 Strand and partaking of a
cocktail with an added floating ‘stamp’, visitors were greeted
with a wall-mounted display detailing the history of the 1c.
Magenta. Part of this feature was a whole wall devoted to the
tradition of owners signing the back of the stamp. Visitors
to the exhibition were invited to leave their own mark on
a much-enlarged version of the stamp, rather than anyone
making a new impression on the original.

The subject of all the attention, the 1c. Magenta, was in a
separate area of the exhibition and housed in a specially designed
display case, which was centrally placed to enable visitors to see
both the front and back of the stamp. Despite its small size, it
is far more impressive and substantial when seen close-up in
person, rather than as a scan on a printed page.
The following morning, the President of Guyana, Irfaan Ali,
visited the exhibition to inspect the stamp.
Victoria Lajer, Managing Director of Philately at Stanley
Gibbons, said: ‘I’m really delighted to finally have the 1c.
Magenta on display and in its new home at 399 Strand.’

Victoria Lajer and Graham Shircore
of Stanley Gibbons with the
President of Guyana

The 1c. Magenta in its
specially designed display
case (photos: Andy Lamb)

LONDON 2022 UPDATE

2010, the exhibits will be on display in two sections. Exhibits from
the Postal History, Postal Stationery, Open, Picture Postcard and
Revenue classes, and part of the Youth Class, will be on display from
Saturday, 19 February until midday on Tuesday, 22 February. Entries
of Traditional Philately, Aerophilately and Thematics, along with the
remainder of the Youth Class, plus exhibits for the World Stamp
Championship, can be seen from Wednesday, 23 February until
midday on Friday, 25 February.
During the final day of the show, Saturday, 26 February, there will
be an opportunity to see those exhibits that have been recognised
as ‘Best in Class’, as well as the Grand Prix and World Stamp
Championship winners.
Visit london2022.co for all the details.

JUDGES FOR PTS AWARDS ANNOUNCED

Jack Zhang FRPSL is a fellow and council member of the Royal
Philatelic Society London (RPSL), a council member of the AllChina Philatelic Federation (ACPF), a member of the Great Britain
Philatelic Society, a member of the expert committee of the
China Literature Philately Society, advisor to the Tianjin Literature
Philately Study Circle, a council member of Hebei Province Philately
Association and a member of the editing committee of Asian
Philatelist. He started stamp collecting in early 1980s and mainly
collects all kinds of Chinese stamps and also Penny Blacks.

A couple of new announcements regarding London 2022, taking
place 19 to 26 February at the Business Design Centre in Islington,
were made recently by the organising committee.
Tickets for the opening day, kindly sponsored by Andrew Lajer,
are now available from the London 2022 website (london2022.co) at
a cost of £10; on all other days, the show will be free. Those eligible
for free entry every day include Patrons and Sponsors, exhibitors,
booth holders, Jury and Commissioners, and volunteers.
The schedule has also been released for viewing the exhibits
at London 2022. As always with international stamp exhibitions
held in London, demand has been high to display competitively at
London 2022. Following the successful formula adopted at London

THE PTS have announced the independent judging panel for the PTS
Awards 2021. Judging takes from 24 November–2 December, with
the People’s Choice Award being judged by the general public.
Sandie Robb created StampIT, the youth programme for the
Association of Scottish Philatelic Societies, in 2004. She is a GTCS
registered teacher and has been working with the Royal Zoological
Society of Scotland (RZSS) for over 16 years. She is now the RZSS
Language Project Coordinator and manages ‘Beyond the Panda’
and ‘Science in the Language Class’ projects. Sandie has brought
her educational and language learning skills to StampIT, which
encourages people to use stamps to learn about language, culture,
history, geography and more.
James Gavin (aka The Digital Philatelist) from Melbourne,
Australia, has been promoting the social media world of philately
since 2013. The former publicity officer for the Rhodesian Study
Circle has won a number of awards for his contributions to digital
philately and has appeared as a guest on a number of YouTube
channels talking about the future of philately.
Sandie Robb, James Gavin and Jack Zhang
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News
Nexofil 2020 Award Winners • Showpiece Launches Fractional Platform • RDP Signatories
AGM OF ADPS
THE 54th AGM of the ADPS Stamp Dealers’ Society was held in
Newtown, mid-Wales, on 28 October. At the meeting, the chair,
Malcolm Tudor, reported another successful year in the Society’s
role of promoting the interests of its members and the exchange
of information on the marketing of stamps and business matters
generally. He added that an article celebrating the ADPS’s 55th
birthday by committee member Ray Howes was published by PE in
the last year.
Acting Webmaster, Gordon Bonnett, revealed that over the last
year there had been two surges in new visitors to the Society’s
website (adpsstampdealers.uk), one during the period when more
people stayed at home due to the pandemic and the other following
the appearance of the article on the ADPS in PE.
In closing the meeting, Malcolm Tudor said: ‘The Society has
assisted dealers in all aspects of trading for 55 Years. Membership of
the ADPS provides dealers with the opportunity to network with
colleagues in the United Kingdom and overseas and gives collectors
confidence whenever they buy or sell stamps.’
The Society’s officers and committee were re-elected: Chair –
Malcolm Tudor; Secretary – Monica Woosnam; Acting Webmaster
– Gordon Bonnett; and additional committee members – Dr John
Horsey and Ray Howes. Further information about the Society can
be obtained by visiting the website (adpsstampdealers.uk) or by
contacting the Secretary, Mrs Monica Woosnam (secretaryadps@
btinternet.com or 01686 627916).

NEXOFIL 2020 AWARD
WINNERS ANNOUNCED

THE Organising Committee of the
NEXOFIL and NEXONUM Awards has
announced the winners of the competition
for the best stamps and coins in the world
of 2020.
Stamps were nominated from many
countries and judged by an international
jury in a total of 11 categories. The winner
of the competition for Best Stamp in the
World 2020 was Belgium for the Silence
of Alzheimers. Second place went to Norway for its Europa stamp
depicting a killer whale, while third place went to Finland for its Art
Award stamp.
At the ceremony in Madrid, Best Design Stamp, Most Original
Format Stamp and Best Miniature Sheet were among the other
awards presented.

RDP SIGNATORIES AT CONGRESS 2021

THE Philatelic Congress of Great Britain, organised by the
Association of British Philatelic Societies (ABPS), is one of
the highlights of the philatelic calendar. This year, the 102nd
Congress was held in Harrogate from 23 to 26 September.
As well as philatelic displays and talks, the ABPS AGM and
the presentation of the Congress Medal, the event included
the 100th signing of the Roll of Distinguished Philatelists. As
no signing took place in 2020, James Grimwood Taylor from
the UK belatedly signed the Roll this year. Regrettably, many
of the new RDPs were not able to travel to the UK because
of travel restrictions but Seija-Ritta Laasko (Finland), Henrik
Mouritsen (Denmark) and Jose Ramon Moreno (Spain) all

SHOWPIECE LAUNCHES THE WORLD’S FIRST
FRACTIONAL OWNERSHIP PLATFORM

FOR the first time in its 165 year history, people can now own part
of the unique 1c. Magenta stamp; the most valuable item in the world
by weight. Showpiece.com, in partnership with Stanley Gibbons,
opened sales to the general public on 11 November after a hugely
successful three-day, early-access period. Over 1000 people from 45
countries across six continents became collectors during the early
access period. Within the first 48 hours, over 9000 pieces were sold,
representing £750,000 in transactions and exceeding the pre-launch
target.
Over 45% of all transactions so far have come from overseas,
indicating this offering has captured the imagination on a global basis
well beyond the philatelic world.
The public are now able to purchase ownership of fractions of the
stamp, which has been split into 80,000 pieces priced at £100 each.
All pieces have the same economic and voting rights.
Over time, Showpiece expects to offer other extraordinary items
across a range of categories, allowing people to collect, own and
exchange pieces of some of the world’s most culturally significant
treasures that, until now, were inaccessible to all but a handful of
individuals worldwide. Showpiece will create a marketplace on its
website within the next six months, which will allow collectors to buy
from and sell to each other following the initial sale.
Graham Shircore, Co-Founder of Showpiece, said: ‘Launching this
unique proposition is a significant milestone for us as we aim to make
ownership of the world’s most iconic treasures accessible to all. It is
clear from the extraordinary level of interest so far that people the
world over are excited by the opportunity to add unique items to
their collections and we look forward to offering more wonderful
treasures in the future.’

EAST GRINSTEAD COLLECTORS’ FAIR

THE mid-week East Grinstead Collectors’ Fair has been running
successfully since 2014. This has been not without difficulty due to a
reduction in space at the venue, and since restarting in May this year,
it has had to follow various health restrictions. As these have now
been completely lifted, a full complement of stalls will be allowed
from 19 January, when the first fair of 2022 will be held. At the time
of writing, two tables are still available.
Fairs are held on the third Wednesday of the month at Chequer
Mead Arts Centre, De La Warr Road, East Grinstead RH19 3BS.
For further details, please contact John Perriman, who is taking
over the running of the fair for 2022 (perrimanjohn0@gmail.com or
01903 244875).

signed the Roll. Other signatories will be carried forward to
the next event.
Among the sponsors of Congress 2021 were Cavendish
Philatelic Auctions.
RDP signatories – James Grimwood Taylor, Seija-Ritta Laasko,
Henrik Mouritsen and Jose Ramon Moreno
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News
150th Anniversary of the Rugby Football Union • Religious-themed Christmas Stamps
RUGBY FOOTBALL UNION

ON 19 October, Royal Mail released an eight-stamp line-up to celebrate the 150th
anniversaries of the formation of the Rugby Football Union (RFU) and the first
international match, played between England and Scotland in 1871.
The popularity of the ‘rugby’ style of football and the growing need for universal
laws, saw 21 English clubs meet in London on 26 January 1871 to form the Rugby
Football Union; the governing body for rugby in England. The first set of laws was
approved later that year. On 27 March 1871, the first international match was
played between home-nation rivals England and Scotland. After an epic contest in
Edinburgh, Scotland won by one goal to nil, which was scored with the ball kicked
over the crossbar and between the posts; the only way to score a point then.
Today, each home nation has its own rugby union governing body. The Scottish
Rugby Union (SRU) was founded in 1873 and has been based at Murrayfield
Stadium in Edinburgh, since 1925. Since the formation of the Welsh Rugby Union
in 1881, the nation has produced some of the world’s finest players. In 1875, four
years before the founding of the Irish Rugby Football Union, Ireland played their
first international against England.
No area of rugby union has seen greater growth in recent years than the
women’s game. The first Women’s Home Nations’ Championship was staged in
1996 and the first official Women’s Rugby World Cup took place in 1998. New
Zealand are due to host the next World Cup in 2022.
Royal Mail worked closely with all four rugby union home nations’ governing
bodies on selecting the images to be included in the stamp issue.
Women’s Rugby World Cup Final, 2014 (2nd) – After defeat in three successive
finals, England finally won the Women’s World Cup in 2014.
Five Nations’ Championship, 1970 (2nd) – the 17-13 victory of Wales over
England marked the start of a glorious era in Welsh rugby.
Women’s Six Nations’ Championship, 2015 (1st) – Ireland ran in 11 tries to
become champions.
Five Nations’ Championship, 1984 (1st) – Scotland became outright winners of
the Five Nations’ Championship for the first time since 1938.
Women’s Home Nations’ Championship, 1998 (£1.70) – Scotland became the
best team in Europe.
Five Nations’ Championship, 1994 (£1.70) – Ireland win the Five Nations’
Championship for the first time in 12 years.
Women’s Six Nations’ Championship, 2009 (£2.55) – Wales beat England for
the first time and win the Triple Crown in the 2009 Six Nations’ Championship.
Rugby World Cup Final, 2003 (£2.55) – England are the first northern
hemisphere country to win the World Cup.

CHRISTMAS

THIS year, Royal Mail is celebrating Christmas 2021 with a set of
eight religious-themed stamps released on 2 November. Illustrated by
internationally renowned artist Jorge Cocco in his distinctive style of
painting, the set depicts key events from the Christmas story.
Born in 1935 in Argentina, Cocco is a self-taught artist with
a long career that began in his native country.
Over the years, he has also worked in Spain and
Mexico but now has studios in both Argentina
and the USA, with his original artworks displayed
in museums and art galleries in Argentina, France,
Japan, Mexico, Spain, Uruguay and the USA.
Painting is his preferred medium, and in the last
few years, he has created a new artistic style he
has called ‘sacrocubism’, which portrays sacred
and religious events in a post-cubist style.
Cocco created six paintings for the issue,
each depicting a different religious scene: Angels
heralding the birth of Jesus (2nd); Mary and
Joseph travelling to Bethlehem (2nd large); Mary
and baby Jesus (1st); shepherds and their flock

of sheep (1st Large); the Three Magi observing a star (£1.70); and
baby Jesus in the stable at Bethlehem (£2.55).
Four of the Christmas stamps (2nd, 2nd large, 1st and 1st Large)
include a security barcode matrix in their design. The set also
includes seemingly superfluous non-barcoded versions of the 2nd
and 1st class stamps. A miniature sheet is also available.
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News

On the Road
This month, we have a report from Stockport Stamp Fair, along with a preview of the twoday fair in Liverpool, scheduled to take place next February.

Stockport Stamp Fair

IN November 2019, to celebrate the 50th anniversary
of the Manchester and District Philatelic Traders’
Association, it was decided to hold a two-day stamp
fair at the prestigious Stockport Town Hall. With
around 30 dealers in attendance, the fair was very
successful.
So much so that for this year’s fair on 6 November
there were again around 30 dealers, many of whom
attended in 2019 and decided to return again. Dealers
from as far afield as Sunbury-on-Thames, Norfolk,
Northampton, Plymouth and Newport, to name a few,
agreed to support the fair by booking again.
The fair in 2019 attracted 300-plus visitors over the
two days. As the Sunday then was such a ‘slow’ day, it
was decided to make this year’s event a one-day fair.
Having sent out in excess of 2000 programmes the
fair was reasonably well attended, with around 150

Preview of Liverpool Stamp Fair
(4–5 February 2022)

collectors attending, although like most fairs, it did
quieten down considerably in the afternoon.
There was a wide display of philatelic material
available, including worldwide postal history, Africa, GB
(all reigns), Commonwealth, thematics, Hong Kong and
European.
Of the dealers spoken too, most were happy with
the day, despite the distances they had travelled.
However, sadly, being honest, some dealers did not
have such a good day.
After such a long lay off for collectors, due to
Covid-19, many came with their wants list, which
allowed them to fill in a lot of elusive gaps in their
collections.
In the next few weeks, the decision will taken when
they are going to hold a further fair. In the meantime,
the organisers would like to thank the dealers for their
support.

SINCE the mid-1970s, Merseyside and District Stamp Dealers’
Association have been holding local stamp fairs at various
Liverpool venues, as well as fairs in Middlewich, Chester, Wigan
and Formby.
In 1996, to celebrate the Associations golden jubilee year,
George Gilroy, Ted Culshaw (sadly now both deceased) and Terry
Barnett organised their first two-day stamp fair. As far as Terry
Barnett can recall, this was the first two-day stamp fair held in the
Merseyside area.
The fair was held in the Moat House Hotel (now demolished)
and 37 dealers attended, covering all aspects of philately. There
were over 300 visitors at the fair and it was decided to continue to
organise a two-day fair in the future.
After the demise of the Association in 2001, the name was
changed to GBC Promotions (Gilroy, Barnett, Culshaw), which
continued to organise the fairs at the Moat House. With the closing
of the Moat House Hotel, they moved to their present location of
the Liner Hotel in 2005. In 2019, Terry Barnett took over as the
sole organiser of this fair. It is quite interesting looking back at that
first fair in 1997, of the 37 dealers
present, 12 are now deceased,
11 are no longer trading and the
remaining 14 are still trading.
Now in its 23rd year, the
organisers look forward to
welcoming the 20-plus dealers to
the fair on 4–5 February 2022. At
the time of going to press, there
is one table left (15–18 feet).
For more details, contact Terry
Barnett (terryhuntsc@yahoo.
com).
Show organiser Terry Barnett

Long serving Manchester
dealer Malcolm Bailey

James & Son Auctioneers
Antiques, Fine Arts Collectors’ Items
Leading Specialist Auctioneers

Christmas and New Year Auctions
December 7th & 8th
Militaria, Fabric, Cig Cards, Antiques, Bygones,
Sporting, Coins, Banknotes, Records, Postcards,
Ephemera and Documents

January 4th & 5th
Large Stamp & Postal History Two Day Auction
1000+ lots including Wholesale

February 9th
Coins, Banknotes, Books, Ephemera, Sporting,
Antiques and Bygones
Viewing Saturdays & Mondays before the Auctions
10am to 3pm Appointments only
5 Norwich Street, Fakenham, Norfolk NR21 9AF
Tel: 01328 855003
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AJH STAMPS LTD
MONTHLY AUCTIONS

PLACE YOUR BIDS BY PHONE, POST, FAX, INTERNET OR POSTAL

The Laurels, Manchester Road,
Accrington, Lancashire,
England BB5 2PF
Telephone: 01254 393740
Fax: 01254 382274
www.ajhstamps.co.uk
Email: sales@ajhstamps.co.uk

WE NEED STOCK
FROM DEALERS OR COLLECTORS
PLEASE RING ANTHONY FOR ADVICE
ON 01254 393740
IMMEDIATE PAYMENT
NO LOT WILL BE TOO DIVERSE OR TOO LARGE!

DEALERS YOU CAN TRUST WITH OVER 50 YEARS
EXPERIENCE OUR AUCTION HAS A PRE SALE
ESTIMATE OF OVER ONE MILLION PER YEAR.
PHONE OR EMAIL NOW
AUC TIONS
ARE HELD ON
THE SECOND
WEDNESDAY OF
E V E RY M O N T H

Go online and check our ‘T’ numbers inc
Tea Chests, Suitcases and Cartons etc.
Please write, fax, telephone or email us for a
free catalogue now or go online to view this
month’s Auction Catalogue of over 700 lots:






Including cartons and boxes of All World
Collections of mixed countries
Single country collections of Foreign,
Commonwealth and Great Britain
Folder lots single countries, Foreign,
Commonwealth and Great Britain
Foreign, Commonwealth and Great Britain
A to Z single stamps and sets Queen
Victoria to 1970s mint and used

009_PE_December
21.indd1 9
PE_AJH1221F
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2021/2022

AUCTION DATES
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Wednesday

8
12
9
9
13
11

December
January
February
March
April
May

WE BUY LARGE HOLDINGS AND
COLLECTIONS, ALSO DEALER’S
ENTIRE STOCK – SMALL OR HUGE
– ALL WORLD, GREAT BRITAIN,
SINGLE COUNTRY LOTS ETC WITH
IMMEDIATE PAYMENT
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Special Feature

Trading and its
Little Triumphs

After another year heavily
affected by Covid-19, Ray
Howes takes a look back
and decides that 2021
wasn’t all bad for the
stamp trade.

EACH morning throughout 2021, whilst my porridge was bubbling
away doing its thing and my big glass of orange juice was looking
ever so inviting, I often wondered what the months ahead would
bring forth in what had been a tumultuous trading arena, ever since
Covid-19 and its variants began to reshape the business landscape
everywhere.
Looking forward
Well, I needn’t have worried. Because it seems that all that worry and
the odd burnt pan of porridge was misplaced. No, as 2021 got into
its chronological stride, and we all voluntarily lined up outside various
makeshift tents, marquees, sheds and the odd hospital here and
there, rolled up our collective sleeves and awaited to be jabbed with
the elixir of hope, the reverie of normal times looked to be around
the next corner (1). And lo and behold, it was – although in dribs and
drabs and with a soupçon of disbelief.
But never mind, said I. Better that, than Boris and his mates put
the handbrake on again. So, wringing the car analogy further, I got in
the car and put pedal to the metal.
The early part of the year
It was a slow ride, with lots of bumps in the road ahead. The first
three months for me were disappointing stamp wise. Sales limped
along (online sales remained buoyant) and buying privately nearly
ran dry, except on one wet February day, when my telephone rang.
It turned out the caller was a retired local postmaster wanting to
sell his collection of decimal, unmounted stamp sheets. Hmm, that
sounds a bit fishy, I thought. But no, it was kosher. Apparently, he’d
been tucking away 52 whole unmounted stamp sheets every year
since 1980! Yikes. February was a good month. When one door
opens…
Not unexpectedly, online auctions went gangbusters. I was bidding
like someone at a live auction with three paddles in each hand. Ditto,
some of my stamp dealing friends. Mind you, once upon a time, I
personally wouldn’t touch online auctions with a bargepole, but I was
now addicted – thanks to Covid-19. Always a silver lining, eh?
Unsurprisingly, the lockdowns provided an ideal stamp selling
opportunity (2).
Huge numbers of people with time on their hands were forced to
stay at home twiddling their thumbs wondering how to fill their day.
Enter stamp collecting. Some were new to stamp collecting, others
were not. The latter maybe decided to rekindle a hobby that they’d
put on the back burner decades ago? Anyhow, whatever the reason,
stamp sales leaped northwards. Up, up and away. My sales certainly
took off as a result of people returning to the hobby. They weren’t
all buying Penny Blacks, Victoria HVs and the rarer items, nor were
they buying the cheap and cheerful stuff either. No, it was, in the
main, middle of the road items. It resembled (a bit) the boom time
of the 1980s, when some individuals (and a few stamp collectors) in
the stamp trade lost sight of their collective reason. Sometimes there
seems to be no logical reasons for what happens in the stamp market
place. Just look what’s occurred between 2020 and now.
Thinking back to 2020, I, and a few of my business colleagues, held
the view that it couldn’t possibly get any worse. That 2021 would,

1 The year began with the announcement of the winners of the PTS
awards. An early 2021 auction highlight occurred on 30 January, when
the Greifensee cover, combining the first two stamps of Switzerland,
sold for CHF540,000 at Corinphila in Switzerland

2 In February, Siegel sold the unique block of the 1847 USA 5c. red
brown, known as the ‘Ashbrook Reconstruction’, for $40,000. While
March saw a block of four of the 1863 16r.b.s. from Denmark sell for
€54,000 at Postiljonen. Also in March, the second Virtual Stampex
took place and Royal Mail released its first barcoded stamp
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3 The Three Treasures sale at Sotheby’s in New York on 8 June saw Stanley Gibbons
buy the British Guiana 1c. Magenta for $8.3 million. Many commemorative issues were
released following the death of the Duke of Edinburgh in April, including a miniature
sheet from Royal Mail on 24 June. Another major auction result of 2021 was the €8.1
million hammer price for the Mauritius Ball cover at Christoph Gärtner on 26 June

Special Feature

4 By the summer, more in-person events were being held, including the first physical meeting
after restrictions were lifted of the Royal Philatelic Society London on 22 July. In August, the
Great American Stamp Show was the first major US show to take place since the pandemic
began, while an in-person Stampex was held in London in the autumn

hopefully, bring forth a new business reality, that there wouldn’t still
be restrictions on what we do, where we go and how we perform
the daily task of keeping most of our clients happy.
Barring the early months of 2021, when some of us were too
scared to venture out for even 30 minutes to buy a litre of milk and a
loaf of bread – just in case Covid-19 struck us down there and then.
Come April, I spotted the green shoots of change whistling through
to make things in general much easier business wise. May appeared
and more shops opened their doors and, hallelujah, some auction
houses reopened to allow live bidding on site. The odd stamp fair
popped up too.
Back to normal?
Come June, July and August, for me, it was if nothing had really
happened (3). 2020 appeared to be forgotten. I could view stamp
collections in people’s homes, unhindered. Bid at a live auction. It was
all good news. And I think that was a common consensus within the
stamp trade generally. Besides, Stanley Gibbons purchased a philatelic
treasure! So things could not have been that bad!
Now we’re at the tail end of 2021, the sheer joy of being able to
carry on trading with very few restrictions hampering stamp sales is
a welcome scenario (4). Obviously, the whole ethos of doing what
we love to do has changed dramatically since those many dark and
sombre days, when the enforced lockdowns kept us all at home and
unable to mingle with our clients and fellow traders. But, of course,
there was the salvation of online trading and online auctions. So not
unexpectedly, many people migrated there, in droves. Me too! Well,
either that or close up shop for a while and pray.
Resilience of the stamp market
Having spent over half a century buying and selling stamps, it
always amazes me how resilient the stamp market continues to be
worldwide. And how certain stamps can outperform many other
investment commodities, even when, it seems, the economy appears
to be going to hell in a handcart.
Some commentators opine that we are at a turning point because
some of the ways we do things have irrevocably been tweaked for

ever. Personally, I don’t subscribe to that view. My glass is always half
full. Anyhow, as I’ve noted earlier, the stamp market is still strong, but,
in the main, for so-called classic stamps because that is where the
big money is. And we all know which stamps they are. However, the
mediocre and the not-so-classic philatelic items all sell strongly too.
So yes, the stamp market continues to defy nearly everything that is
thrown at it, including the naysayers.
And mentioning the naysayers, during my long walk through
philately, the stamp trade has witnessed many ups and downs over
many decades. Wars, battles, economic downturns, various stamp
market frenzies and those times when both the stamp trade and
stamp collectors collectively lost their heads. But, of course, nothing
has ever occurred like we’ve all recently had to endure. The dreaded
government enforced lockdowns, the jabs, the face masks and so on.
Air travel banned. Business put on hold. Then fast forward to the
early months of 2021 and the proverbial flags went up nationwide –
all was well again. There was much rejoicing in the streets.
There was also much rejoicing from my point of view. But, it’s all
very well having to sell stuff online, like many of us had to do when
Covid-19 came on the scene – and getting addicted to online auction
bidding as well – because, as we all know, what we stamp traders love
to do though is actually to meet and greet clients face to face. We
want to mingle and hear the cash jingle. Talk stamps. Whether it be
at stamp shows or in client’s homes – to be unencumbered without
the fear of regret. Fortunately, that fear has slowly evaporated
now, allowing us to enjoy what we like doing best – enthusiastically
embracing the stamp zone, without this and that restriction.
So, what’s going to happen in 2022? Well, I haven’t got a crystal
ball or a time machine hidden in the shed, but barring anymore
unforeseen ‘lockdowns’ or the economy really going pear-shaped,
I’m feeling upbeat that the stamp market in general will continue to
perform its many philatelic tricks and wonders and amaze us all that
the global hobby of stamp collecting will keep going no matter what.
Besides, as long as there are stamp collectors out there – and there
are vast numbers of them all eagerly buying, I’m personally looking
forward to my glass still being half-full when 2022 finally dawns. I’m all
fitted up and ready to go. How about you?
December 2021 Philatelic Exporter
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International Report: Europe

Early Jul Labels and
Other Christmas Seals
Charity Christmas seals were first issued in Denmark in 1904 and are
not valid for postal purposes, but they do offer an interesting sideline
area for the dealer.

...a greeting
stamp that
could be
purchased for a
small donation
and affixed to
mail during
the Christmas
season

1 Einar Holbøll, the
Danish inventor of the
Christmas donation
stamps, in a photograph
taken by Sophus
Juncker-Jensen dating
to around 1900 (Royal
Library of Copenhagen)

FOR more than a century, postal items from the
festive season have been accompanied by Christmas
seals. They have often caused confusion among
collectors; from their design, format and mostly
perforated borders, they can easily be mistaken for
postage stamps. However, they do not belong to
the category of postage stamps as they do not have
franking power.
I have long been reluctant to write about these
Christmas labels for a philatelic magazine, as they
are often not regarded as items of noteworthy
market value. In Nordic European countries or in the
USA, they are treated more respectfully. They are
numbered and listed in several catalogues.
Still popular today, they were/are sold by post
offices and philatelic services,
reprinted officially for stamp
exhibitions and are included in
several stamp dealer offers. I have
also found an interesting range sent
and treated by mail from the early
years until the start of World War I
(1904–14). In fact, these labels were
also ‘pre-runners’ of the surcharged
tuberculosis postage stamps of the
following decades (remember my
column in PE June 2020).
Their ‘invention’ is even
attributed to a Danish postmaster.
Einar Holbøll (1865–1927) was
the son of a naval officer, who had
entered the service of the postal
administration in 1886 (1).
( As the
story goes, he probably got the
idea in December 1902 when,
while sorting stacks of Christmas
mail, he looked out the window
and spotted two wandering
homeless children. In 1903, for his
philanthropic work, he developed
the proposal of a greeting stamp
that could be purchased for a small
donation and affixed to mail during the Christmas
season. In this way, the sender could send a visible
signal and support treatment against the dreaded
tuberculosis, which was considered the most
dangerous disease at the time and posed a particular
risk to the lives of children from the poorer classes
of society. The First International Tuberculosis

2 King Christian IX agreed to
dedicate the first issue, in 1904,
to his late wife Queen Louise

Conference had taken place in Berlin in October
1902, two decades after Robert Koch (1843–1910),
who was honoured with a Nobel Prize in 1905, first
identified a bacterium as the causative agent of the
disease.
With royal support – the first edition in
1904
A committee of 15 members started working on
the project in October 1904. The Danish Post and
Telegraph Administration agreed on the condition
that the stickers could not be mistaken for stamps
in shape and size. They also agreed to distribute
them through post offices free of charge, instead of
accepting the proposed 10öre per sheet of 50 as a
share of the costs. The King of Denmark, Christian
IX, was also enthusiastic and suggested that his wife,
who had died in 1898, be depicted on them. During
her lifetime, Queen Louise, the former Princess of
Hesse-Kassel, had supported 26 different charities
and the royal marriages of her children earned her
the reputation as the ‘Mother-in-law of Europe’.
From 9 December 1904, the first Christmas
charity label came into circulation. Printed in two
colours, the label bore a photographic portrait of the
Queen in a crowned medallion (2). With a purple
frame surrounded by Art-Nouveau-style flowers, the
inscription ‘JULEN’ at the top and the date ‘1904’ at
the bottom, the stamp-sized perforated stickers sold
for 2öre each.
An alternative design is known in seven different
colours bearing a similar motif, each with a profile
image to the left, inscription ‘DANMARK’ at the top
and ‘V-m 1904’ at the bottom. A black print with
indicated perforation on cardboard has also survived.
The first Jul stamps of 1904 occur in two different
types of separation – perforated or, apparently
more rarely, rouletted. Copies that were additionally
perforated after rouletting have survived, as well as
imperforated labels (3).
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3 Imperforate
1904 label that
was sent to Berlin
4 Souvenir sheet
produced for
the Copenhagen
Julemaerke
Udstilling in March
1958, combining
reprints of the
second Christmas
labels of Denmark,
Iceland and the
Danish West Indies

Initially planned in an edition of two million, more than four
million 1904 Christmas seals were sold by the end of their sale on
6 January 1905, bringing in a net profit for donation purposes of
around 68,000 Danish kroner.
For guidance on today’s market price of the Danish national
TB Christmas seals and their descendants, I would recommend
the pages of John Denune’s website (ChristmasSeals.net), which
specialises in worldwide Christmas seals, charity labels and
Cinderella stamps. In the recent listings of 2021, Denmark’s ‘Queen
Louise, world’s 1st TB seal issued at Christmas time’ of 1904,
perforated in very fine condition is priced at $10, extra fine at $15
and without gum at only $3.75. A postally cancelled 1904 seal with
non-readable date starts at $2 and with readable date at $3.50. The
earlier offer of $20 for a 1904 example ‘tied on piece, seal a bit
clipped, not terrible’ is gone, probably sold. There is a $175 price
tag for an item of 12 December 1904 with the label tied on. A 1
January 1904 rouletted NH example is on offer at $15; a cancelled
single with the roulette cut to look imperforated is at $10; and a 1.3
perforated over roulette NH is at $25, while cancelled it is at $10.
The imperforate pair is currently out of stock. For the varieties, I
found no price changes since my first check a few years ago.
Funding of sanatoria
The next issue was in small landscape format and was printed in
multiple colours. Under the designation ‘JUL 1905’, two children
stand at a fountain with the inscription ‘SUNDHED’ (health).
Imperforate and imprints of single colours are known. A souvenir
sheet was produced for the Copenhagen Julemaerke Udstilling
in March 1958, which reproduced this issue with the second
Christmas label versions from Iceland and the Danish West Indies
(4). Ten marked reprints appeared in another sheet of ten in 1976.
In the third year, the proceeds of the Jul stamps were already
almost four times as high as in the first issue. On 29 January 1906,
the popular King Christian IX had died at Amalienborg Palace. His
portrait was now set in the frame of the first issue, surrounded
by an olive-green printed floral design with ‘JULEN 1906’ (5).
Specialists list essays, imperforates, blackprints and reprints from
1977 as special features.
The Jul stamp of 1907 is designed without a year indication in a
larger landscape format (6). It shows two medallions with photos
of the new heir to the throne, King Frederik (1843–1912), from the
Oldenburg branch of the House of Schleswig-Holstein-SonderburgGlücksburg, and Queen Louise Josephine Eugenie (1851–1926),
a Swedish princess. In the floral design under the crown is the
greeting ‘GLAEDELIG JUL! GODT NYTAAR!’ (‘Merry Christmas!
Happy New Year!’).
Within the first few years, sufficient funds were raised by the
labels to build the first sanatorium financed by Jul stamps from 1907
onwards, which opened in 1911. The landscape-format issue of 1908
with the inscription ‘JULEMAERKE SANATORIET’ (without year)
puts the main building in the centre (7). The Julemærkesanatoriet
in Kolding was used as a hospital, sanatorium and convalescent
home for children with tuberculosis until 1960, after which it served
an organisation for the mentally handicapped. Since 1990, it has

5 The 1906 Julmarke commemorating King Christian IX next to the
postal stamp with picture of the late regent, both postmarked on a
Christmas card

6 No year is shown on the 1907 Julmarke, featuring King Frederik VIII
and Queen Louise of Sweden-Norway, but these are dated by their
timely use on covers

7 The first Julmarken sanatorium was depicted on the
1908 charity seal
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functioned as a hotel complex, Koldingfjord, where the history of its
origins is fondly remembered. An English-language brochure titled
‘The Christmas Seal Sanatorium – History of the Buildings’, which
reports on its development from a tuberculosis sanatorium to a
museum of nursing history and now a four-star hotel, can be found
on the hotel’s website (koldingfjord.dk).
Addition to frankings
To understand the success of the labels, it makes sense to look at
the situation at that time with official postal issues. Special stamps
were not yet common – in Denmark, the first series appeared
in 1920; definitive postage stamps in a uniform look and mostly
designed in one colour were not very attractive. Surcharge
stamps for social purposes were largely unknown, with the
earliest example from New South Wales, Australia, in 1897.
On the other hand, since the 1890s, a colourful flood of
stamp-like stickers and vignettes, souvenir Cinderellas and
advertising labels had been created, which were popularly
collected. The combination of these elements during the
Christmas season, therefore, represented an innovation
beyond philately that generated great interest.
The joint use of stamps and Jul seals on postal items
opened up an attractive field of collecting that can still be
started today at a manageable cost (8–9). The vignettes
were often cancelled with postmarks, so that a connection
to the respective card or cover can be proven. Preference is
generally given to postmark dates from the first month of use.
The erroneous use of Jul stamps and Christmas seals instead
of a sufficient franking on postal items represents a unifying special
field in itself.
New issues and tributes
The popularity and importance of the first issue led to several
official reissues and reprints after World War II. In souvenir sheet
form, an imperforate reproduction in original colours appeared
for the Julemaerkets Jubilee Exhibition in Copenhagen from
11–13 November 1953, together with the first Jul stamps of
Iceland and the Danish West Indies, priced at one krone (10).
For the 1980 Nordfrimex stamp exhibition in Copenhagen, the
Julemaerkekomiteen circulated another unperforated souvenir
sheet, which reproduced the 1927 Jul stamp with the image of its
inventor and a modern item from 1980, in addition to the first issue
(11).
In 1976, the Danish Jul Stamp Fund issued a perforated sheet of
ten stamps marked ‘Julemaerket 1904 [Danish 1904 Christmas Seal]
Nytryk 1976’, which were numbered and marked ‘Reprint 1976’
on the reverse of each stamp. Further similar reprints followed
after sellouts of the 1979 and 1992 editions. Finally, a perforated
souvenir sheet was issued for the Nordia 94 stamp exhibition,
containing a block of four of the vignette in its original format as
well as a version four times as large (12).
After Denmark’s 1927 Jul stamp, the French Comitè National
de Défense contre la Tuberculose commemorated the spiritual
father of the first Jul seals on the occasion of their 50th anniversary
in 1954. It produced a stamp booklet with ten multi-coloured
vignettes commemorating the ‘benefactor of world health’, printed
with a portrait medal of Einar Holboell, Danish flag and flowerbearing woman for a donation of ten old francs per stamp (13).
On the reverse, the Nestlé company advertised itself with a baby
photograph ‘in the service of childhood’.
A special postal issue was also released to commemorate
Einar Holbøll (1865–1927) as the patron of the Danish Jul seals.
Belgium’s surcharged stamp of 2f.+50c. from the set for the fight
against tuberculosis of 26 November 1955 shows his portrait in
red intaglio (Mi 1032) (14). By the end of its validity period on 30
September 1956, a total of 309,434 copies of this stamp had come
into circulation.

8 This picture postcard with 10öre value was cancelled in
‘KOPENHAGEN 26.7.09’ and bears an imperforated ‘JULEN 1909’ seal
on the left. It was sent by ship mail over the Baltic Sea to Miss Else in
Berlin and has a boxed ‘Fra Sverige’ (€30, Schlegel)
9 The joint use
of stamps and
Jul seals on
postal items is
an attractive
collecting area

10 The first issues of Denmark, Iceland and the Danish West Indies
were reproduced on a souvenir sheet for the Julemaerkets Jubilee
Exhibition in Copenhagen held in 1953

From Denmark to the Danish West Indies
The example of Danish Jul stamps soon became popular in other
countries. The rare first issue from Iceland, dated 1904, depicted
a falcon with the inscription ‘BARNAHAELID/CARITAS’ on a blue
shield (reproduced in the 1953 souvenir sheet shown nearby). An
amended version with ‘KARITAS’ came into circulation in 1905. In
Aalborg, Denmark, local donation stamps were issued at Christmas
from 1905 and other organisations followed (15).
As early as 1904, there were also Christmas greetings labels in
Sweden from the national association for tuberculosis control –
the Svenska Nationalföreningen mot Tuberkulos (SNFT) (16). In
horizontal format, the first design bears a leaf-decorated picture
of a mother and child. In 1905, the Swedish royal couple Oskar II
and Sophia had themselves depicted either side of three heraldic
crowns, described in the inscription as ‘VÄLGÖRENHETSMÄRKE’
(charity stamp). In 1906, symbolically, Saint George fought the
dragon. In 1907, the second issue received an overprint with the
coronation date of 6 June 1907, when Oskar II’s eldest son became
King Gustav V (1858–1950). Another 1907 motif in green shows
a medallion with a couple in classical scenery, while a Viking ship
was sent to sea in blue in 1908. The following year an angel in
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11 Souvenir
sheet from the
Julemaerkekomiteen
for the 1980
Nordfrimex stamp
exhibition in
Copenhagen, which
reproduced the 1927
Jul stamp, a modern
item from 1980 and
the first issue
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12 Reprint block for
‘NORDIA 94’ with
the 1904 issue in
two formats

13 1954 booklet commemorating
Einar Holbøll

pink received the dates 1909–10, imprinted for the first time for
Christmas and New Year wishes, while three kings with the star
shone in purple for 1910–11.
The division of the personal union between Sweden and Norway
led to the first Norwegian-only Jul seals from 1906. In the first two
years, they were adorned with a picture of the first Queen Maud
(1869–1931) and in 1908 with Crown Prince Olav (1903–91),
which are also known in gutter pairs (17). The reprints of 1939 and
1952 are hardly more common than the originals, but these are
mostly in much better condition.
In the years 1907 to 1916, own Jul stamps were also issued for
the then colony of the Danish West Indies (18). Because of the
manageable number and decorative designs, they are also popular
as additions to stamp collections of the area. The series ended with
the sale of the archipelago to the United States in 1917. An unusual
and attractive lot had nine different Danish West Indies Christmas
seals from 1907–8 and 1910–16, which were very fine and had
original gum. With an owner’s purchase price of $450, they were on
offer for $150 (H R Harmer).
The first issue of 1907 appears particularly scarce, with a
photograph of a faded Queen Louise in an art nouveau frame, as on
Denmark’s first issue. In 1908, Queen Charlotte Amalie of HesseKassel (1650–1714) was in the centre, while in 1909, the armed
ship Ingolf of the Danish Navy was shown. In 1910, Princess Marie
d’Orléans (1865–1909) and Prince Waldemar (1858–1939) were
shown, with Crown Princess Alexandrine zu Mecklenburg (1879–
1952), who was Queen from 1912 to 1947, featuring in 1911.
The youthful Prince Frederik (1899–1972) appeared on the 1913
Jul issue and King Christian X, reigning since 1912, for Christmas
1915. Further stick-on fundraising portraits followed under the
sign of the royal family. For ‘JUL 1912’, there was a map of the
Danish West Indies with the Panama Canal, and in 1914, palm trees
with the sun by the sea. The farewell stamp ‘JULEN 1916/DANSK
VESTINDIEN’ bears the Southern Cross star constellation with on
a blue background.
Originally from Stuttgart, Michael Burzan
formerly traded in stamps and philatelic
literature. During his career, he has been
the press officer for the German Philatelic
Dealers’ Association and a member of the
art council for new German issues but is
now an established philatelic author, as
well as a columnist and editor.

14 Belgium
honoured Einar
Holbøll in 1955
on a special
stamp issue
with surcharge
for the
fight against
tuberculosis

15 Local issue of donation labels
from Aalborg, Denmark, for
Christmas 1905

16 Examples of Sweden’s first series of donation stamps

17 Five-year-old Crown Prince Olav
(later King Olav V) on the Norwegian
Jul stamp of 1908 (reprint)

18 Some of the decorative Jul stamps of the Danish West Indies,
which are popular additions to philatelic collections
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Special Feature

2 A contender for Vincent’s
favourite item is a ‘flag
of truce’ cover from the
American Civil War

My
Favourite
Vincent Green of Cheshire Stamp Auctions
and Sandafayre chooses a seemingly
innocuous postal card sent by a father in 1943.

3 Another possible
choice is a Swedish
relay letter of 1819

1 Vincent Green alongside his
display of favourite philatelic items

4 The 1943 postal card
sent by a loving father with
a dark history is his final
choice (close-up)
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MY favourite item? That’s a tough one. I’ve been in the business for
over 40 years, and some of my favourite items are only significant to
me because of time and place, not simply because of the item itself.
For example, in my first week of work, my boss showed me two
complete sets of numbers in Maltese Cross cancellations on 12 Penny
Blacks and 12 Twopenny Blues – it was the first special thing I’d ever
handled and consequently has been afforded a great significance in my
mind ever since. Another would be as a 20 year old on my first solo
overseas buying trip opening a grand old album containing a collection
of Canadian stamps to find nothing but plate proofs – truly spectacular.
There are also items I wish I’d handled, among my fantasy
favourites would be a Penny Black on a cover with Charles Dickens’s
signature alongside, perhaps the ultimate piece of Victoriana.
A collection of items
At home in my hallway, I have a tall frame, which contains a number
of my favourite items (1). I’m rather drawn to pieces that have a
historical significance, which I can explain to non-collectors. This
display of disparate items is distinctly odd, and when I met my wife
to be, it was already in place, so for now, it stays put, but if we ever
move house, then I suspect it’ll be consigned to my office.
One of the items in the frame is, I think, the world’s largest
genuinely mailed cover. It’s a 1923 German inflation envelope, which
stands around 5 feet tall and bears 1250 stamps. It looks like a piece
of red rug, but inspection reveals a Teutonic attention to detail with
every stamp receiving a carefully struck cancel. Alongside it is perhaps
the smallest commercially mailed cover from Romania to France in
1898, which even has a transit handstamp, clearly to me size matters.
I have a couple of covers from the great 1906 San Francisco
earthquake where for a few days the dazed locals could mail unpaid
stamp-less items by simply endorsing them ‘San Francisco’. I have
covers from Biafran commando units with skull and crossbones
cachets, even a World War I emergency £1 banknote printed on
stamp paper autographed by Prime Minister David Lloyd George.
Since filling that frame, I’ve acquired an American Civil War (1861–
65) ‘flag of truce’ cover, which was carried by a brave postman under a
white flag across battle lines (2). It’s a US 3c. envelope that had a dime
coin affixed, which was removed to buy the Confederate stamp tied
alongside, but mine has the coin replaced for effect. Another esoteric
item is my Swedish 1819 relay letter sent from one small village to
another begging for help with a forest fire (3). It was to be carried
from man to man and has a feather attached to indicate urgency.
So what is my favourite item?
Unlike the items I’ve mentioned above, my favourite sits in the frame
but prompts contemplation instead of pleasure. It’s a letter card,
with the message inside from a father to his daughter in Germany.
At the top of the letter, he’s taken great care and painted a bucolic
watercolour scene of a little girl chased by a goose, which is pulling at
her skirt, and in the background, there are snowy mountains, a forest
and a farmhouse (4). It is dated November 1943 and was sent from
a concentration camp near Gross-Rosen. This loving and considerate
father was probably a guard or other official moved to the camp to
cope with the huge influx of prisoners from Poland, which had begun
the previous month. Who knows exactly what he did or indeed his
passion for the task, yet whilst he played his part in making hell on
earth for others, he was still capable of this great tenderness. Our
taste for framing people as either completely good or bad does not
help us with this item.
In a world where we see increasing polarisation, I think this
message reminds me of what horrors can occur when people are
encouraged to be resentful and believe themselves superior to
others. I think this item illustrates something perfectly described by
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn in his great work The Gulag Archipeligo (1973):

Buying
British Stamps
Current Market Values

BUYING & SELLING

DISCOUNTED GB POSTAGE DAILY
BUYING GB DECIMAL MINT STAMPS 1971 to 2021

(We always require GB postage but some values are more popular than others so please
contact us by email or telephone where the sale value is £1000 or over).
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60%
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Second (2nd) Class NVI Stamps (Lick and stick
gum)
Second (2nd) Class NVI Stamps (lick and stick)
First Class LARGE NVI (self-adhesive)
First Class LARGE NVI (lick and stick)
Second Class LARGE NVI (self-adhesive)
Second Class LARGE NVI (lick and stick)
1st Class Signed For Stamps (standard & large)
Special Delivery Stamps
Europe up to 20g, 40g & 60g NVI Stamps & W/W
up to 10g (postcard)
Worldwide up to 20g, 40g & 60g NVI Stamps
Europe 'E' Rate up to 20g Stamps

50%

Europe & Worldwide NVI Stamps up to 100g
Presentation Packs
Presentation Packs
Presentation Packs
Royal Mail Year Books
Prestige Booklets
Prestige Booklets
Prestige Booklets
Smiler Sheets
Prestige Booklets
Prestige Booklets
Prestige Booklets
Booklets with Stamps up to 29p
Booklets with Stamps from 30p to 68p
Smiler Sheets
Smiler Sheets

68%
50%
65%
65%
70%
65%
65%
65%
95p ea
95p ea
95p ea
E 95p ea
W £1.50 ea
50%
62%
68%
60%
57%
63%
68%
60%
50%
63%
65%
50%
55%
60%
62%

Criteria
Sorted by value
Sorted by value
Sorted by value
UNSORTED - Pre 2000
UNSORTED - Post 2000
Made up in Bags of £50, £100 and £500 face value
All 1st class stamps, definitive, commemorative
regional and Christmas. All gums.
Ditto 85p with NON-ELLIPTICAL perf pre 1993
All 2nd class stamps definitive, commemorative
regional and Christmas.
Ditto (66p) with NON-ELLIPTICAL perf pre 1993
ALL TYPES (£1.29)
ALL TYPES (£1.29)
ALL TYPES (96p)
ALL TYPES (96p)
All types (£2.25 and £2.69) poor sellers
(£6.85 >100g and £7.65 >500g poor sellers
Up to 20g, 40g & 60g grams and W/W up to
10g (£1.70)
Up to 20g, 40g & 60g grams (£1.70)
'E' Rate Stamps (£1.70)
Up to 100g (e £1.70 & w/w £2.55)
from 1971 to 1999
from 2000 to 2019
2020 & 2021
1984 to 2021
up to 1999
2000 to 2019
2020 to 2021
All Sheets
up to 1999
2000 to 2018
2019 to 2020
folding & retail etc
folding & retail etc
Lick & Stick Gum
Self-adhesive Gum

We also buy GOLD – check website for latest prices

eBay Selling Service
• High Prices Realised! • Low Commission Fees
Contact Dave Waldie for Details or Visit

www.philatelink.co.uk

‘The line separating good and evil passes not through states, nor between
classes, nor between political parties either – but right through every
human heart – and through all human hearts. This line shifts. Inside us, it
oscillates with the years. And even within hearts overwhelmed by evil, one
small bridgehead of good is retained.’

If you would like to contribute your ‘My Favourite’, please
email the editor (aboyd@philatelicexporter.com).

Buy %
of FV
55%
60%
66%
50%
55%
56%

FACE VALUE (FV)
Stamps 1p to 49p
Stamps 50p to 97p
Stamps £1 to £10
GB MNH Decimal Stamp Collections
GB MNH Decimal Stamp Collections
Unsorted MNH Stamps 1971-2020

Email: philatelink@btinternet.com
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LANDLINE: 01896 759703 MOBILE 07510 312271
DAVID WALDIE (PHILATELINK LTD),
13 REDPATH CRESCENT, GALASHIELS,
BORDERS, TD1 2QG, UK.
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International Report: USA

New Challenges
for an Old Hobby –
150 Columns Later
As Wayne Youngblood reaches his 150th column for Philatelic
Exporter, he recalls his first column of 12 years ago and discovers some
similarities with the current situation.

...philately
proved itself
once again
to be highly
resilient

I’M not much into navel gazing, but every once
in a while, it’s good to look back and take stock
– particularly when certain milestones present
themselves. This month’s column marks my 150th
contribution to this publication. This post, as US
correspondent, had previously been held by Les
Winick for almost 20 years, from October 1989 to
March 2009. If you were familiar with Les, you would
know I felt I had some pretty big shoes to fill!
2008 financial crisis
‘New Challenges for an Old Hobby’ was the title of
my first Philatelic Exporter column in the July 2009
issue. A little more than 12 years later, as I mark
my 150th column, the title couldn’t be more apt.
At the time, of course, there’s no way I could have
predicted the Covid-19 pandemic, which has arguably
thrown one of the largest curve balls at the hobby in
history. I was referring primarily to the then-recent
2008 financial meltdown that gripped much of the
world and impacted the philatelic community fairly
significantly. We were just beginning to see some
recovery almost a year later, when I started this
column.
The 2008 financial crisis has now been tracked to
its 2007 beginnings, but concerns became a full-blown
global crisis on 15 September 2008 with the collapse
of the Lehman Brothers investment bank. I remember
very clearly how rapidly this affected our market,
as the ‘crash’ hit during a stamp show where I was
working with a live auction. The show and the auction
both immediately fell flat, with realisations lagging well
behind estimates and the show floor becoming a ghost
town in short order.
Despite the fact that stamps are not tied to any
specific market – or even trends, necessarily – they do
represent discretionary purchasing power that simply
isn’t there during a recession or uncertain financial
times. It took several years for the market to recover.
The situation now
Similarly, when a more or less worldwide lockdown
occurred in mid-March 2020, due to the pandemic,
all in-person aspects of the philatelic marketplace
pretty much came to a screeching halt, and we still
haven’t fully ‘recovered’, as new waves of infection

cancel shows, auctions and other events. Nonetheless,
philately proved itself once again to be highly
resilient. Spending slowed down for a bit, as financial
uncertainty began to settle in, but soon rebounded
with primarily internet spending. While shows will still
take time to fully recover, many dealers and collectors
have become much more conversant with the online
technology necessary for buying, selling and meeting,
and many signs point to the hobby actually having
gained more participants during the pandemic.
Of course, some of the challenges we were
all juggling prior to the recession are still with us,
including the contraction of print advertising (and,
subsequently, editorial holes in publications), postal
administrations that have sold out to pop culture
and quick-buck marketing schemes (but have not
succeeded in drawing in appreciable numbers of
new collectors or increased spending) and increased
pressure being placed on traditional stores and
bourses by the internet. Although, in the case of the
latter, while the number of brick-and-mortar stores
continues to shrink, most dealers seem to be adapting
well to a hybrid mix of stamp shows and online sales.
A lot of stamps and covers are being bought and
sold online. Just as was the case 12 years ago, highquality stamps and rare postal history continue to set
records around the world. The ongoing demand for
esoteric and rare stamps and unusual postal history
by higher-end exhibitors has outstripped the ability
of most dealers to locate it, but it has positively
affected prices when they do. Additionally, low-end
large accumulations and collections continue to
post strong results at auction both by dealers who
specialise in that material, as well as by the army of
eBay selling warriors. This last development led to
a not-as-positive aspect. Virtually every collector
has now become a ‘dealer’ as a result of eBay,
HipStamp, Delcampe and other online auctions. This
also has had a negative effect on what we consider
to be ‘traditional’ stock. Just try to sell a less-thanstellar mint set of 1920 Pilgrim Tercentenary, 1932
Washington Bicentennials or other relatively common
mid-range stamps or sets at anything approaching a
reasonable retail price; there’s just too many out there
(1, 2). Values for these sets have been falling for years.
Because deep stocks are no longer held and controlled
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2 Conversely, high-quality, or graded,
stamps, such as this one (graded 95J),
will sell for many multiples above their
catalogue values. The nominal catalogue
value for this stamp is $65; but similar
examples have sold recently for prices
approaching $600
1 Because dealers are no longer holding deep stocks of mid-range
stamps, there are more available than the market can handle. Thus,
sets of stamps like these 1920 Pilgrim Tercentenary stamps that are
noticeably off-centre sell for a fraction of their catalogue value unless
they are nearly perfect

by a few dealers, the available supply is simply far too plentiful for the
relatively limited demand – particularly with strong competition just a
mouse click away.
The bottom line is that dealers who are still successful have
learned to roll with the punches a bit and change as hobby needs
dictate. As I noted a dozen years ago, in the United States, we have
new problems that have done nothing but escalate since. We are
beginning to suffer a shortage of new professional show dealers
entering the field. While this may sound good on one hand (in terms
of less competition), Covid-19 aside, this trend is beginning to impact
the viability of traditional bourses. Bourse fees for many shows have
remained stable in an attempt to keep the floors full. Chicagopex,
for example, one of the leading national-level shows, just announced
a 10% rate hike effective for 2022; table fees have not changed since
2012.
Several major players on the US scene have shifted. Shreves
Philatelic Galleries no longer exists (Charles Shreve is now involved
with Robert A Siegel); Heritage Auction Galleries re-entered the
market about the same time as the recession, with the intent of
dominating the market in short order – a plan that failed miserably
– also in short order; and Regency-Superior Auctions suddenly went
out of business in early 2017, leaving scores of baffled and frustrated
consignors who lost their material. The latter two were not a
reflection of a dwindling market as much as they are a testament
to hubris and an inability to adapt. Heritage, assuming its size and
reputation for coins and other collectables would buy it credibility
with heavy-hitters in the philatelic world, had little vision (other than
anticipated profits) and even less direction when it came to stamps.
The firm felt it could simply stake its claim by using the Heritage
name in a business built on long-term relationships and deep loyalty.
Regency-Superior simply fell victim to unwise business practices over
time and an inability to adapt to a changing business environment and
its clientele.
The USPS
What can one say about the United States Postal Service; this
constantly shifting quasi-governmental postal organisation. One thing
that hasn’t changed is the fact the USPS has deep financial problems,
not entirely of its own causing. One ongoing and growing problem is
the proliferation of postal counterfeits from China causing (by USPS
estimates) about $200 million in losses per year. I’ve written about
this extensively (including last month). I doubt I’ll have much different
or more positive to say in my 200th or even 250th column!
In its philatelic role, however, the USPS has made a few missteps
(such as the ill-thought-out non-inverted Jenny fiasco) but seems to
be learning a bit from these. After beginning to sell imperforate press
sheets in 2012, which proved almost immediately far more popular
than the perforated or die-cut press sheets it has been hawking
since the mid-1990s, the USPS abruptly cancelled the programme
in early 2017, amid cries from collectors. Earlier this year, the USPS
began selling imperforate press sheets once again and has now had
to increase print quantities to avoid selling out on the first day (3).
As long as it doesn’t increase the quantities to exceed demand (thus
killing the market for them), imperforate press sheets will likely
remain a bright spot in the marketplace.

3 USPS is once
again releasing
some stamp issues
in imperforate
press sheets. Many
of these, such as
the Raven Story
plate block shown
here, are sold out
on the first day

4 The cover of the 2022 Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamps & Covers

It will be interesting to see what
the next few years brings to our
profession and industry.

100th edition of the
Specialized

ANOTHER milestone worth
marking is the 100th edition of
the Scott Specialized Catalogue of
United States Stamps & Covers,
which appeared on the market
in early October (4). This highly
anticipated annual volume is arguably the most important regularly
produced reference source for those who collect United States
material. Every year now brings expansions, enhancements and
enrichments that make the catalogue even more important. That
tradition continues this year with the release of the 100th edition.
But it hasn’t always been that way. Many of us who have been around
a few decades remember a time when the Specialized as a useful
reference was nearly irrelevant. A brief recounting of the catalogue’s
history seems appropriate with this centennial edition.
A bit of history
Before Scott was purchased by Amos Press (now Amos Media) in
1984 and moved to the soybean fields of Ohio, the Specialized – in
particular – had become anything but. During its early years, under
the watchful editorial eye of Hugh Clark, the Specialized was a
wonder of its time, delving deeply into US philately for those who
wanted to do more than simply fill spaces in an album.
By the 1960s and 1970s, however, the Specialized had devolved
into little more than a simple new-issue listing, with virtually no
specialised content. Specialists were extremely frustrated, and major
and significant varieties of the 1938 Presidential series, the 1954
Liberty series, the 1960s Prominent Americans, the 1970s Americana
series and more were all but ignored. Specialists had to rely on small
networks of correspondence between devoted collectors and the
Bureau Issues Association (now the United States Stamp Society) for
the information they needed.
Even as a young reporter at Linn’s Stamp News, new front-page
news story varieties I either discovered or wrote about did not
materialise into listings, and sometimes heated arguments with Scott
editors resulted only in more stonewalling. The most notable of
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5 Two major types of the
25c. Pheasant stamp that
were ignored as major
varieties by Scott for several
years

7 Cover of the Scott Identifier
of Definitive Stamp Issues

Changes for this edition
Among the most visible changes
this year is the removal of the
‘Identifier’ and yellow-tabbed graded
valuing sections. Although Scott has
commented little on this major change
6 The first type of Pheasant
(other than to note it has occurred),
stamp had both blue and
there are several obvious reasons.
red gravure cells in the sky;
First and foremost, as sections
the ‘light blue sky’ version
continue to be added or enhanced, the catalogue continues to grow.
had only blue
Eventually (and in the not-too-distant future), the catalogue will likely
outgrow its single-volume capacity. Removing these sections now will
have minimal effect on the rest of the catalogue.
Secondly, of course, removing these sections provides Scott
these was when I discovered the two different colour types of the
with another stream of revenue. Both products will now be sold
25c. Pheasant booklet (now Scott 2283 and 2283b). As you can see,
separately. I have mixed feelings about both.
the difference between these stamps is stark (5, 6). In an interview
Although I do not yet have information about the value
I had in late 1988, Don McDowell, then in charge of the USPS
supplement, I can tell you about the Scott Identifier of Definitive Stamp
Stamp Division (production), revealed he was unsatisfied with the
Issues, which is published in an easy-to-handle 6×9-inch format (76
bluish-violet shade of the sky and had told the Bureau of Engraving
pages) and will retail for $14.99 or so (depending upon from whom
and Printing (BEP) to ‘back off a little’ on the sky. The BEP did this
you purchase it) (7).
by configuring new gravure printing cylinders. Stamps printed by
While it may be a bit frustrating for some to have to purchase yet
the original cylinder contained both red and blue colour cells. The
another separate product in addition to an expensive catalogue, the
new cylinder had all the red removed, creating a major colour type,
best part about the identifier section is that it really doesn’t need
easily visible on mint or used singles (one of the determiners for a
to be purchased annually. Aside from new issues, very little in this
major variety listing). Despite this incontrovertible evidence (and
section changes from year to year; diagnostics and characteristics
McDowell’s direct admission), I was told ‘it’s just a shade’.
remain the same for virtually all classic and definitive stamps. Handling
At the time (November 1988), both types were plentiful in post
the new volume will also be much easier than constantly flipping back
offices throughout the country. But because the light-sky version
and forth between the identifier and the actual listings. Still, it was
wasn’t listed by Scott until several years later, collectors didn’t
always handy to have it present.
purchase the new type and supplies dried up. Although the stamp
As for the graded valuing section, while it was a separate product
remains common used, the light-blue sky version now catalogues at
before being folded into the Specialized a few years ago, it remains an
$4.50 per mint stamp, $45 for a pane of ten and $90 for a complete
extremely helpful resource for figuring the actual values of stamps in
booklet.
different grades. The current valuing standard for stamp listings in the
Then things began to change – slowly at first – but they then
Specialized is in the grade of very fine or a grade of about 80, but as
gathered speed. After several years under the ownership of a
company that actually
the majority of stamps
cared about stamps and
are not encountered
collectors, Scott began
in this high a grade,
to respond to feedback
many collectors have a
tendency to overvalue
and started to improve
sadly lacking listings.
their stamps, based on
Under the
the standard listings. As
stewardship of Jim
long as the supplement
Kloetzel, who was
remains current and
recruited in the early
affordable, it should
1990s, more wrongs of
continue to be a useful
the past were righted
resource.
Now, let’s take
and Scott began actively
looking for ways to
a brief look at the
improve and expand
catalogue itself, as well
8 Many recent issues, such as these Vintage Seed Packet stamps, sell for several times face
the catalogue. Kloetzel
as some of the trends
value and are increasing
it represents. It’s no
is a thoughtful specialist
secret there’s still a glut
and a still-very-active
of mint postage on the market. Many dealers are now paying 30–35%
editor emeritus. Long-ignored major varieties were studied, verified
of face value for all but a handful of issues from the mid-1940s to
and listed (including the Pheasant); major varieties of new stamps
about the year 2000. This is not the case for many issues of the past
were listed almost immediately upon discovery and verification; and
few years. Values for many of these stamps have either remained
modern postal history values eventually began to show up in listings,
stable or have increased slightly. For example, values for extremely
including significant and detailed on-cover values for stamps of the
popular issues, such as the 1998 Christmas Wreaths (Scott 3245/52),
Prexie, Liberty, Prominent Americans and now the Great Americans
the 2000 Berries coil (Scott 3404/7), the 2012 Aloha Shirts (Scott
series, with the promise of more to come. Entirely new sections,
4592/601, sheet and coil) and the 2013 Vintage Seed Pack stamps
such as dummy and test material, postal counterfeits and others,
(Scott 4754/63), left the entire concept of ‘discount postage’ in the
were added, and revenues and other sections were greatly expanded
dust long ago (8). Not only are they hard to find, but when found,
and improved.
you’ll likely pay close to full catalogue value for them – values that are
All this is a bit of a digression to state exactly why the release of
already much higher than similar stamps (five to eight times face value
the new Specialized each year is such an anticipated event by many
in some cases).
collectors.
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Wayne L Youngblood has been a
professional philatelic journalist for almost
35 years. He ran a mail-order business and
is now a frequent bourse dealer. A goldmedal exhibitor, he is the recipient of the
APS Luff Award, a member of both the
Writers Unit and Wisconsin Federation
of Stamp Clubs' Halls of Fame, and a
distinguished topical philatelist.

RICES!
P
G
N
I
Y
U
B
NEW GB

I want to buy almost ANYTHING philatelic...
•
•
•
•

Complete stocks and accumulations
General or specialized collections
Better worldwide sets/single items
POSTAGE from most countries – some
examples of high prices I can pay:
• Minimum transaction £200
• Valid issues only subject to requirements
PAYING FOR POSTAGE
MANY BUYING PRICES INCREASED!
AUSTRALIA
£20.00 per A$100
AUSTRIA
£32.00 per €100
BELGIUM
£25.00 per €100
CANADA (values over 32c)
£22.00 per C$100
DENMARK
£2.50 per 100 DKR
FINLAND
To advise
FRANCE
£35.00 per €100
GERMANY
£46.00 per €100
GUERNSEY
To advise
HONG KONG
£4.50 per HK$100
IRELAND
To advise
ISLE OF MAN
To advise
JAPAN
35p per ¥100
JERSEY
To advise
LIECHTENSTEIN (FROM 1996)
£18.00 per 100 SFR
MALTA
£35.00 per €100
NETHERLANDS
£40.00 per €100
NEW ZEALAND
£15.00 per NZ$100
NORWAY
To advise
SWEDEN
To advise
SWITZERLAND (FROM 1964)
£38.00 per 100 SFR
USA
£25.00 per 100 $US
Subject to requirements prices quoted are for U/M stamps.
Please contact us before sending mounted stamps.
All lots must be sorted by value with list. Minimum spending £200 per country.

GB POSTAGE URGENTLY REQUIRED
GB must be sorted by value with list.

1p-30p 40%, 31p-99p 60%, £1-£1.99 62%, £2+ 65%, 2nd class 62%, 2nd class SA 65%,
1st class 58%, E's 50%, Smilers 50%, 1st & 2nd Large 70%.

Please ignore ½p denominations. No mounted material.
No dues or officials. Must be valid for postage.
Please do not include surcharges. Other strong currencies also required.

GB POSTAGE FOR SALE
£50 Bags at 75% Clearance lots from 70%
Single Values in 100s from 80%
Minimum order value: £200.00
REQUEST FULL LIST!

And I can offer a virtually unmatched
BUYING SERVICE...
• A fast, accurate & courteous valuation based on over 50
years buying and selling in the trade and familiarity with latest
market prices and auction realizations.
• Easily arranged visits to your premises to view
bulky/valuable lots.
• Immediate decision with fast payments.
If you have material for sale, or are thinking of selling,
contact me NOW...

JOHN CURTIN LIMITED

International Stamp Dealer
P.O. Box 31, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex TW16 6HS
Tel: 01932 785635 (24hrs)
Fax: 01932 770523
e-mail: jcbuying@btinternet.com
www.jcstamps.co.uk
NOTE: Overseas sendings please quote VAT No. 479 9366 69.
Overseas sellers – it is important you contact us to obtain
mailing instructions before sending any item.
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Similarly, a number of Forever stamps are performing well, too. In
part, this is because they will always be valid for the current first-class
rate, and their available numbers (at least mint) will continue to shrink
as they are used. A great example of this is the 2019 Cactus Flowers
issue (Scott 5350/59), which now has a catalogue value of $2.50 per
mint single (58c.) or $50 for a booklet of 20!
More importantly, however, is the fact that much smaller quantities
of most new issues are saved by either collectors or dealers (because
of the discount postage problem). As a result, any pressure on
a much more limited supply increases the relative value of these
stamps. While I noted very few advances in values of this era of
stamps this year, I also noted absolutely no reductions. I suspect we’ll
see several leaps in next year’s Specialized.
This year’s volume also includes hundreds of larger and higherquality images throughout, part of an ongoing project. This also
includes the addition of enlarged images of several plate varieties
that have not previously been illustrated, such as several in the
1932 Washington Bicentennial issue. These listings are helpful for
promoting this specialist area because many collectors don’t seek
plate varieties, since they don’t know what they’re looking for. Images
with listings invariably spur demand.
Another welcome addition is the inclusion of values for full panes
of many commemorative issues from the late 1970s onwards.
Previously, this was a valuing area that was tackled only by Brookman
in its annual volume. Surprisingly, there are some panes (even in
the discount postage era) that command premiums as collectables
themselves.
Another area that jumped out at me is an enhanced essays
section, which includes a number of modern stamp essays from the
1970s–90s that have recently come onto the market.
As I mentioned earlier, since the early 1990s, each year’s
Specialized includes several features of lasting research value for the
areas they cover. The 2022 edition is no different.
The first of these, by Dan Undersander, appears within the
stamped envelope (postal stationery) section of the catalogue. For
many years, stamped envelopes were produced by the US Stamped
Envelope Agency in Pennsylvania, with few varieties of note during
that time. In the past decade or so, the printing contract for stamped
envelopes has been done by Ashton-Potter. Several recent envelopes,
including the Bank Swallow (2013), Eagle, Shield and Flags (2013),
Barn Swallow (2017) and Flag and Stars (2020), have been found
with blurry microprinting – a symptom of a poorer-quality secondary
printing. These seem to be scarcer than the higher-quality printings
and have received minor-letter listing status. Others may appear as
well.
The second feature is an in-depth analysis of the large Narcotic
Tax Stamps of 1919–70, and the design differences that occurred
between different printings of this long-running series of revenue
stamps. The feature, by specialist Gregg Greenwald, sports enlarged,
enhanced images of these design differences, making identification
of them much easier. This is rather important, since there are some
significant value differences!
The marked retail price of the 2022 Scott Specialized Catalogue of
United States Stamps & Covers is $139.99, but it is frequently offered
for less through the Amos Media website or from numerous other
sources It is well worth its non-inconsiderable price.
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Special Feature

The Specialist View:
Is Youth Philately
Important?
John Davies of the Stamp Active Network shares his own personal experience of youth
philately, before highlighting what the trade can do to encourage the young collector.

2 Examples of entries for the national youth stamp competitions: (left) ‘Sweden: From Oscar to
Oscar’ by Jack Preveneneers (British Youth Stamp Championships 2019, Class A (aged 20–21)
– Small Silver Gilt and Best Overall Entry; (middle) ‘The Brilliant World of Philately’ by Toby
Middlemist (British Youth Stamp Championships 2019, Class E (aged up to 12) – Large Silver;
(right) ‘Animals in Books and Films’ by Jessica Corbett (British Youth Stamp Championships 2019,
Class E (aged up to 12) – Small Silver
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1 A stamp hunt at this autumn’s Stampex

3 Material produced by the Stamp Active Network for school and junior stamp clubs
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Special Feature
4 A variety
of activity
books are
produced
by Stamp
Active
for young
collectors

Stamp Fun

Stamp Fun

Stamp Fun

Stamp Collecting Guide

“All Creatures Great
and Small” on Stamps

Sport on Stamps

£5.00

Stamp Active Network
In association with The Philatelic Fund

SINCE 2000, the Stamp Active Network
(formerly known as the Melville Committee
and the National Youth Stamp Group) has
taken the leading role in providing stamp
collecting activities for young people at the
national exhibition (Stampex) and the UK
international stamp exhibitions (1). This
happened after the closure of Royal Mail’s
‘Collectors Club’, formerly known as ‘The
Stamp Bug Club’, which ran so successfully
from 1980 to around 2000. The Philatelic
Traders’ Society has supported the efforts
of Stamp Active by providing space and
facilities at Stampex but support has not
been universal. One Stampex insider told
me that there are members of the PTS
Council and dealers who question the value
of children at the event as ‘they don’t spend
any money!’
Why encouragement is important
I believe such a view is very short-sighted.
Research has always indicated that people
are most likely to collect stamps as an adult
if they collected stamps as a child. They
are most likely to return to the hobby
in later life when their own children or
grandchildren show an interest in collecting.
Generally, the experience is that children
are most interested in stamp collecting
between the ages of seven and 11, may give
up in their teens and return later in life.
This is exactly what happened to me
after my interest in collecting was rekindled
when my children had a stamp collecting
starter pack as a Christmas present in the
late 1980s. Since that time, I have gone
on to build a collection of GB stamps and
postal history, several thematic collections
and, most importantly, a Large Gold medal
collection on the 1890 Penny Postage
Jubilee. It may well be that the purchases

£3.00

Stamp Active Network
in association with The British Philatelic Trust

for my children’s collections have been
relatively small (although not always the
case), but my own financial contributions to
the philatelic trade have been substantial.
This would never have happened without
that Christmas starter pack for the kids!
I would strongly suggest that youth
philately is important, both for the future of
the hobby, but also as a stimulus to gaining
new collectors and that it is worthy of
increased support from the philatelic trade.
What the Stamp Active Network
does to help
The Stamp Active Network aims to
promote stamp collecting to young people
in the UK. Its programme includes:
• Organisation of the national youth stamp
competitions (2)
• ‘Kidstamps’, which is the free postal club
for children
• Starter packs for school and junior stamp
clubs (3)
• A range of activity books and a starter
album (4)
• The Stamp Active website –
stampactive.co.uk
Further details can be found on the
website, including downloads of the activity
books and guides to collecting and running
a school or junior stamp club.
How the trade can encourage the
next generation
What the philatelic trade can do to
encourage the next generation of
philatelists:
• Become a Dealer Patron of Stamp Active
by making an annual donation of £100
or more. This gives the Patron an entry
on the ‘About Us/Our Patrons’ section of
the Stamp Active website with a business

£3.00

Stamp Active Network
In association with The Philatelic Fund
and the Oxford Philatelic Society.

description and link to their website.
Patrons and Sponsors are also listed on
Stamp Active’s publications.
• Sponsor one of Stamp Active’s major
programmes, such as Kidstamps, our free
postal club for children, approximately
£2000 per annum.
• Sponsor the Starter Pack Scheme,
approximately £1000 per annum.
• Donate quality items as prizes for the
children’s auction at Stampex and other
competitions.
• Donate loose stamps or packets for
children’s activities.
Anyone interested in becoming a
Dealer Patron or making a donation
should contact Stamp Active Network, c/o
Peter Barham, Secretary, 2E Broomwood
Road, Orpington, Kent BR5 2JH. Peter
can be contacted by email (stampactive@
btinternet.com).
London 2022
Stamp Active Network will be at London
2022 providing free stamps and goodie
bags for young collectors. There will be
a range of free activities with prizes and
Stamp Art fun. The area will also provide
support and advice to any new collectors
and those interested in exhibiting for the
first time. The event will be fully compliant
with any Covid-19 restrictions.
Stamp Active will also be giving
vouchers, worth £20 each, to up to 100
under-18 youngsters who attend London
2022, to spend with selected dealers at the
show. A minimum of ten vouchers will be
available on each day with a maximum of
100 vouchers to be given out during the
show. The Kids Zone will be located on the
Mezzanine level For further information,
look at the website (stampactive.co.uk).
December 2021 Philatelic Exporter
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LATEST GB DEFINITIVE SET PRICES
Definitives
SG. No’s/range
164-169
178-183
187-196
197-214
215-314
215-257
223-259
267-278
279-286
287-314
321-350
351-396
397-8
413a-417
418-429
418a-421b
439-449
439a-442b
439wi-441wi
450-452
457-460
457wi-459wi
462-475
462a-466a
462wi-466wi
476-478b
485-490
486a-489a
485wi-489wi
503-508
504a-507a
503wi-507wi
509-12
515-531
517a-519a
515wi-519bwi
536-539
540-556
542a-545b
540wi-545wi
561-566
536a-539a
570-586
570a-576ab
570wi-576awi
587-594
587wi-592wi
595-598
599-609
610-618a
610a-616ab
610wi-616awi
595a-598a
759-762
723-744
787-790
829-831b
1026-1028
1026b-1026f
1410-1413
1611-1614
1658
(1611-14)
1993-1996
Y1800-3
Y1800-3
Y1726-1729
S2917-2920
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Year
1880
1883
1883
1887
1902-13
1902
1906
1911
1911
1911
1911-13
1912-22
1913
1918
1924
1924
1934
1934
1934
1934
1936
1936
1937
1937
1937
1939-48
1941
1941
1941
1950
1950
1950
1951
1952
1952
1952
1955
1955
1955
1955
1957
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1958
1959
1959
1960
1960
1960
1963
1967
1967
1969
1970/1
1977
1983/7
1988
1992
1993
1994
1997
1999
2000
2003
2009

Description
INDIGO
2/6- 10/Q.V. Lilac & Green
Q. Victoria Jubilee
Edward 7th simplified
DLT Ordinary paper
DLR Chalky paper
Harrison perf.14
Harrison perf. 15×14
Somerset House
GEO. 5th Downey Head
Royal Cypher wmk.
Multiple-cypher wmk.
Bradbury seahorses
Block cypher wmk.
Block cypher sideways wmk.
Photogravure
Photogravure sideways wmk.
Photogravure inverted wmk.
Re-engraved seahorses
Edward 8th
Edward 8th inverted wmk.
George 6th Dark colours
ditto……sideways wmk.
ditto…..inverted wmk.
Square’ High Values
Light colours
ditto……sideways wmk.
ditto…..inverted wmk.
New Colours
ditto…..sideways wmk.
ditto…..inverted wmk.
Festival High values
QE2 Tudor Watermark
ditto…….sideways wmk.
ditto……inverted wmk.
Waterlow High values
Edward Crown wmk.
ditto……sideways wmk.
ditto…..inverted wmk.
Graphite lines
1st De La Rue Castles
Multi-Crown wmk.
ditto…….sideways wmk.
ditto……inverted wmk.
Graphite lines
ditto……inverted wmk.
2nd De La Rue Castles
Phosphor-Graphites
Phosphor crowns
ditto……sideways wmk.
ditto……inverted wmk.
Bradbury wmk. castles
Bradbury no wmk. Castles
Machin Head
Machin Head High Values
Machin Head 10p to £1
Machin Head £1-£5
Machin Head £1.30-£1.60
Castles High Values
Gold-head Castles High vals.
£10 Britannia
Gold-head Castles Re-engraved
Enschede Castles High vals.
ditto….Small format High vals
DLR Small format High values
DLR Small format High values
DLR Self-ad, with security slits

Values
set 5v.
set 3v.
set 10v.
set 14v.
set 15v.
set 15v.
set 9v.
set 5v.
set 5v.
set 8v.
set 10v.
set 15v.
set 2v.
set 3v.
set 12v.
set 4v.
set 11v.
set 4v.
set 3v.
set 3v.
set 4v.
set 3v.
set 15v.
set 5v.
set 5v.
set 6v.
set 6v.
set 3v.
set 3v.
set 6v.
set 4v.
set 5v.
set 4v.
set 17v.
set 3v.
set 5v.
set 4v.
set 18v.
set 5v.
set 7v.
set 6v.
set 4v.
set 17v.
set 8v.
set 9v.
set 8v.
set 5v.
set 4v.
set 8v.
set 17v.
set 9v.
set 10v.
set 4v.
set 4v.
set 16v.
set 4v.
set 4v.
set 3v.
set 5v.
set 4v.
set 5v.
1 value
set 4v.
set 4v.
set 4v.
set 4v.
set 4v.
set 4v.

U/M

L/M/M

AV/M/M

FU/VFU

GU

850.00
2000.00

325.00
1000.00

200.00
650.00

30.00
150.00

20.00
80.00

POR
480.00
350.00
550.00
450.00
225.00
120.00
270.00
85.00
220.00
340.00
650.00
125.00
130.00
42.00
140.00
15.00
560.00
0.40
8.00
18.00
70.00
70.00
180.00
1.00
13.00
3.00
1.50
1.25
7.00
42.00
42.00
2.00
17.00
115.00
65.00
9.50
9.00
4.00
350.00
5.00
3.75
65.00
55.00
45.00
70.00
35.00
4.50
10.00
140.00
7.50
7.00
1.00
5.00
2.50
8.50
13.00
11.50
20.00
14.00
14.00
25.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
13.50

1100.00
160.00
135.00
135.00
120.00
110.00
45.00
110.00
30.00
70.00
180.00
235.00
38.00
38.00
18.00
38.00
6.00
230.00
0.30
3.00
8.00
22.00
25.00
95.00
0.40
7.00
1.50
4.00
19.00
17.00
45.00
20.00
6.00
3.00
175.00
40.00
35.00
27.00
-

850.00
135.00
110.00
110.00
95.00
95.00
35.00
85.00
25.00
58.00
POR
30.00
30.00
15.00
32.00
5.00
180.00
20.00
80.00
17.00
14.00
36.00
16.00
30.00
-

230.00
62.00
45.00
40.00
45.00
90.00
20.00
40.00
20.00
22.00
175.00
65.00
9.00
35.00
6.00
35.00
2.00
35.00
0.40
3.00
1.90
22.00
6.00
20.00
0.45
6.50
0.40
0.60
1.75
5.00
7.50
11.00
2.50
10.00
18.00
12.00
6.00
6.00
3.50
30.00
1.00
3.50
30.00
40.00
30.00
5.00
30.00
2.50
10.00
120.00
5.00
5.00
0.90
3.00
0.40
1.40
10.80
1.50
2.75
4.50
3.20
7.00
3.00
3.00
12.00
13.50

150.00
45.00
26.00
25.00
25.00
POR
11.00
25.00
12.00
12.00
135.00
36.00
6.00
18.00
3.50
12.00
1.00
20.00
0.20
1.50
0.80
12.00
3.00
12.00
0.25
3.50
0.10
0.30
0.80
2.50
4.00
6.00
1.75
6.00
6.00
5.00
2.75
3.00
2.00
12.00
1.30
16.00
25.00
18.00
2.00
24.00
6.00
POR
1.50
1.75
2.00
0.20
0.75
6.00
0.75
1.50
2.50
-

3/24/2016
1/20/2016 11:42:30
4:37:58 AM
PM
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POSTAGE DUES / TO PAY
SG. No’s/range
D1-D8
D10-D18
D19-D26
D27- D34
D35- D39
D40- D45
D46-D55
D56-D68
D69 - D76
D77 - D89
D90 - 101
D102 - D110

Year
1914
1924-31
1936-7
1937-8
1951-2
1954-5
1955
1959-63
1968-69
1970
1982
1994

Description
Royal Cypher
Block Cypher
Edward VIII
George VI
Colour change
Tudor wmk
Edward wmk
Multiple crowns
No wmk
Decimal
Decimal
Elliptical

Values
Set 8v
Set 9v
Set 8v
Set 8v
Set 5v
Set 6v
Set 10v
Set 13v
Set 8v
Set 13v
Set 12v
Set 9v

U/M

L/M/M

AV/M/M

FU/VFU

GU

275.00
380.00
260.00
130.00
40.00
130.00
175.00
22.00
6.00
12.00
8.00
18.00

75·00
90·00
90·00
45·00
15·00
65·00
65·00
12·00
—
—
—
—

55·00
70·00
70·00
30·00
10·00
—
55·00
—
—
—
—
—

10·00
25·00
45·00
6·00
7·50
55·00
20·00
5·50
5·00
2·75
3·50
18·00

6·00
16·00
35·00
4·00
5·00
40·00
15·00
4·00
—
—
—
—

RECENT ACQUISITION

COMPLETE RECONSTRUCTIONS OF 1D PLATES
CONDITION EXCELLENT. WELL ABOVE AVERAGE. SUBJECT UNSOLD
Plate No:
71
72
73
74
76
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

£
100.00
95.00
100.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
120.00
140.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
150.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
125.00
90.00
80.00

Plate No:
103
104
105
106
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
122
123
124
125
127
129
131
133
134
135
136

£
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
90.00
90.00
80.00
80.00
125.00
125.00
100.00
100.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
150.00
300.00
80.00
250.00
150.00

Plate No:
137
139
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
168
169
170
171
173
178

£
80.00
110.00
150.00
240.00
220.00
220.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
100.00
90.00
150.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
150.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
120.00
80.00

Plate No:
181
182
183
184
185
186
189
190
191
192
193
197
198
199
202
203
206
207
208
209
214
215
216
218
220

£
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
80.00
90.00
80.00
80.00
90.00
120.00
140.00
140.00
150.00
150.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
150.00
150.00

Terms: Prices in £p
• NB: All prices are now ‘Global’ no VAT to be added to any order
• CWO unless credit arrangements already established.
• Full refund if not satisfied
Payments accepted by

Mastercard /

SP3 SURFACE PRINTED LOTS
A very comprehensive selection in good to fine condition, but all
with minor faults.
=Total catalogue of lot £2000 Price £90 per lot
=Total catalogue of lot £10,000 Price £400 per lot
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Regular Feature: Postcard World

Christmas Delights
With Christmas approaching, Brian Lund highlights some of his favourite festive
postcards, before reporting back on this year’s York Cardexpo.

1 Hopefully the recipient of this strikingly
designed Christmas postcard wasn’t having
goose for dinner! In the genre of ‘dressed
animals’, this is a classic, published by
London firm Stewart & Woolf

...postcards
provided the
sender with a
handy option
for conveying
Yuletide
greetings

2 Santa was a prominent figure on
Edwardian Christmas postcards. This one
doesn’t have a publisher or artist name but
is attractively embossed. It was posted at
Clevedon on Christmas Eve 1914

CHRISTMAS postcards were absolutely huge business
for publishers and retailers in Edwardian Britain and
beyond; a period when the medium grabbed most of
the seasonal sales from folded greetings cards. They
were so much easier, convenient and quicker than the
latter, which had to be enveloped.
Picture postcards provided the sender with a
handy option for conveying Yuletide greetings (1–7).
Now where do we start with themes on Christmas
cards? A huge number of them featured the usual
seasonal motifs like birds, holly, churches and snow,
but favourites with collectors are the more unusual
designs. Father Christmas heads the list. He comes in
many guises according to the country of origin, and
generally speaking the attractiveness of the postcards
is based on the quality of the artwork, with added
bonuses for embossed cards and cut-out, hold-tolights cards, which when held to a light reveal areas
of brightness. Such Santa specials can easily sell
for three figures. Other possible seasonal avenues
involve food (especially plum puddings!), Christmas

3 An archetypical Christmas postcard, with
a church, robins, bell and fir tree branches.
Published by Tuck in the ‘Christmas Snows’
series no. 503

shopping, crackers, bells, presents, Christmas
postmen, reindeer or stockings. Each of these make
a fascinating collecting theme in its own right, and
many have been utilised for articles in December
editions of Picture Postcard Monthly.

Keeping the show on the road

I made a trip to York Cardexpo at the end of
October (8–12). It was the second day of what
used to be the number two postcard fair in Britain
after the Picture Postcard Show. Set up in 1989
by the Postcard Traders’ Association (PTA) as a
‘Provincial Bipex’ to boost the hobby in the north of
England, it rapidly became an annual favourite with
collectors all over the north, attracting enthusiasts
from Ireland and Scotland, too, as well as dealers
from the continent. After that first PTA venture, it
was taken over by a dealing trio of Ron Mead and
Joan Venman (RF Postcards), and Jack Stasiak. They
developed it very successfully for many years, though
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4 A charming, unsigned, card from the Alpha Publishing Co., posted
at Bournemouth in 1923

5 Embossed German Christmas card, postally
used on 23 December 1903

7 This comic design by
Harry Parlett (Comicus)
wouldn’t be acceptable
today. Actually, comic
postcards as a genre
seem to have all but
disappeared!

6 Another Tuck production, in the
‘Christmas’ series 8053, featuring a plum
pudding

latterly, since the death of Joan and withdrawal
of Ron, it has been run by Jack and his family.
The venue, York Racecourse, is magnificent,
and the fair, at one time held on three levels,
absolutely prestigious. It used to feature each
year a splendid exhibition of postcards set up by
Bradford Postcard Society, had its own souvenir
card and programme, and felt extremely special.
But I knew as soon as I pulled my car into the
complex ten minutes after opening time that
this day was not going to have much of a special
atmosphere. I was able to park a few yards
from the entrance, there was no residual queue
and the grand foyer entrance wasn’t exactly
overflowing with customers. Inside were some
45 dealers on two levels (about half of what
there used to be), and though the organisers
had done their best to make the halls look busy,
there was just too much space around (8–12).
I’m not convinced that was just a Covid-19
precaution. I spoke to most of the dealers during

8 A big plus for Cardexpo is the fact that York is such an attractive place to visit. Bootham
Bar by Guy, from ETW Dennis of Scarborough in their ‘Dainty’ series, posted at Dundee in
July 1939 (above left)
9 College Street by Frank Rousse, published by Raphael Tuck in ‘Oilette’ series
8924 (above right)
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10 The iconic Shambles
by Guy and published by
Ruddock of Lincoln (left)

11 Artist-drawn scene of
Lendal Tower by Thomas
Guy, published by Ruddock
(above right)

my visit – the majority seemed satisfied with their sales and were
happy just to be there and trading again. But the attendance of only
250 on the first day had spoken volumes about the current climate
of face-to-face collecting. In its heyday, York would expect
over 1000 paying customers on the first day and some
300 on the second. Now obviously that number has
been reducing over the years from peak postcard, but it
was sad to see the place in this underwhelming state.
Here, I must admit to being part of the problem. I
had a stall in the foyer at York Cardexpo every year from
1989–2015, but since selling Picture Postcard Monthly my
visits have been as a collector/dealer. PPM provided an
extra impetus (and income) to every fair we went to.
Opposite us were Rob Roy Albums, accessory suppliers
to the hobby. As they were not there this year, the foyer,
too, had lost its atmosphere. Nor were there any overseas
dealers, despite earlier indications that they might come.
A combination of Covid-19 and Brexit influenced their
reluctance to travel at the moment. Until one of them
takes the plunge and tests how complicated new customs
arrangements might be, there won’t be much movement!
Now this York experience is just a mirror on what has
happened at most postcard fairs since they resumed. Public
attendance has been about half of what might have been
expected pre-coronavirus. And there, I think, we have the
problem. We are still in a pandemic situation, and a very
large number of people in the collecting age demographic
are just not confident about going into a potentially crowded
and possibly hazardous situation. Vaccination has not yet
been enough to restore normality. Dealers have generally
been positive about returning, but they obviously have a financial
imperative; confidence for other people may take quite a while. In
the meantime, well done to those fair organisers and participating
dealers at all events who are trying to keep the show on the road,
often at personal financial disadvantage.
That point influenced C & S Fairs’ decision to cancel with ten
days’ notice the Leeds Postcard Fair at Pudsey Civic Hall, scheduled
for 7 November. Several dealers had pulled out, making the event
unviable.

Ivy’s cute kids

12 Part of one of the large halls at York Cardexpo, admittedly on the
second day

13 A cookery lesson taking place on a card in Faulkner’s series 1676.
Posted at Liege in January 1922

WHEN you look at the postcards of charming children that are
shown here, you’d be forgiven for thinking they are the work of a
Dutch artist, judging by the style of footwear and clothing (13–17).
In fact, despite the style of the paintings, these are the work of a
young English woman born in Weston-super-Mare in 1879.
Ivy Millicent James was born into a respected and well-off family,
her father a solicitor, and she had three older siblings, with one,
Lilian, being 15 years older. Their mother was an artist and she
heavily influenced the direction of Ivy’s life, with her being drawn
to that discipline early on in her life. Her health – she was always
delicate – and private home schooling probably also pushed Ivy to
an essentially solitary occupation. Her mother took her to London
galleries, and unsurprisingly, Ivy began to paint, specifically designing
Christmas cards. So did another sister Maud, who was Ivy’s
soulmate and companion – she never married. Perhaps because of
their mother’s connections in the art world, the sisters attracted
the attention of publishers, including the great Raphael Tuck, and
Ivy’s designs appeared on cards and calendars. Postcards came later,
from 1906, published by the big London firm of C W Faulkner
(Ivy apparently fell out with Tuck). These were painted in a very
distinctive style obviously influenced by Ivy and Maud’s annual trips
to Europe, often taking their bicycles. Children were the stars of
Ivy’s postcards; only occasionally did the canvas extend to family
situations. Faulkner published 19 sets of six cards by Ivy Millicent
James, and the prominent initials IMJ appear on all.
Another set was published by M Munk of Vienna; a highly
respected postcard firm. Many of the postcards were also issued
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17 Typical IMJ scene with
two children in a street
situation. Published by
Faulkner, but with no
series number

14 Fleurs fraîche translates as fresh flowers (Faulkner series 1426)

with French captions,
and they were on sale
widely in continental
Europe. Her cards
are catalogued at
£10 each in Picture
Postcard Values, but
this may be twice
what current realistic
retail prices are,
even though plenty
are on sale on eBay
at that figure. Ivy
devoted much of
her later years
to charity work
involving the
church, hospitals
and children. She
died in 1965.

Real photos do the business

15 A postcard from the set published by Munk of Vienna as series
654, posted in Amsterdam in October 1911

16 The Little
Gardeners
(Faulkner series
1015)

Top postcard fairs in December
11 December
Exeter – Clyst Vale Community College
11 December
Canterbury – Westgate Centre
12 December
Birmingham – National Motorcycle Museum
18 December
Shoreham – Shoreham Centre

RECENT eBay realisations have underlined the enduring appeal of
real photographic (as opposed to printed) topographical postcards,
with numerous examples topping three figures. These included
railway station platform scenes at Hull Botanic Gardens (£117),
Cuddington, Cheshire (£137), New Quay Road, Carmarthen (£125)
and Old North Road, Cambridgeshire (£117). A sailing barge at
Southampton attracted £135, a Forest of Dean village scene at
Parkend £139, Bungay horse fair £134 and – quite surprisingly – an
avenue of trees at Salisbury, with minimal animation, at £131. At first
glance, the scene didn’t appear outstanding, but at least two people
saw something they wanted! A Colorado shop interior topped all
those, though, at £183. British social history starred in the shape of
a postcard of the Tonypandy 1910 coal strike (£256), shop damage
during Llanelli 1911 riots (£265) and an RP of Ashbourne Shrovetide
football at £110. Highest recent price on the internet auction
site was £646 for a signed postcard photo of escapologist Harry
Houdini. Autographed cards invariably carry a premium on the basic
postcard product, though.
Original 1950s artwork from some of Bamforth’s comic artists
was on offer, and drew prices of up to £145 each – the biggest
price was for an Arnold Taylor piece. Finally, a real photo of Nanny
Jenkins in Welsh costume sold for £128; a big hike from the normal
couple of pounds for this genre.
A quartet of postcards that consisted of photos affixed to
standard-issue plain postcards, and which are almost certainly
unique, injected an air of unreality to recent eBay realisations. We
don’t believe in ghosts, do we, but these photos purported to
show them. The seller started them off at minimum price, but they
spirited themselves to rather surreal heights, selling for between
£671 and £1001 each. A strange visitation.

Brian Lund has over 40 years’ experience
in the postcard hobby. He edited and
published (along with his wife Mary) Picture
Postcard Monthly from 1980–2015. The duo,
as Reflections of a Bygone Age, have also
published many postcard-based books and
organised postcard fairs in Nottingham since
1982. Brian currently does a daily blog on the
Reflections of a Bygone Age Facebook page.
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New Books
Philatelic Exporter’s book reviewer, David Rennie, takes a look at the
latest books and catalogues from leading publishers.

SCOTT 2022 STANDARD POSTAGE STAMP
CATALOGUE VOLUME 6: COUNTRIES
SAN–Z OF THE WORLD (178TH EDITION)
Publisher: Scott Publishing Co
Address: 911 Vandemark Road, Sidney, Ohio
45365-0828, USA
www.amosadvantage.com
ISBN: 978-0-89487-616-5
Price: $74.99 for digital version; $104.99 for
bound two-volume set; UK price £115.95

This completes the set
of the Standard World
Catalogue

VOLUME 6A includes countries San Marino
to Tete and Volume 6B Thailand to Z. As
before, these come as a unit. Volume 6A has
971 catalogue pages and Volume 6B 1000, plus
there is an additional 61 pages for the extensive
introduction and a further 30 pages for the back
of the book sections, giving over 2000 pages in
total.

BRITISH CONSULATE POST OFFICES AT
BANGKOK 1855 TO 1885
Author: Michael Houde
Publisher: Stuart Rossiter Trust
Address: 56 James Street, Selsey, Chichester
PO20 0JG
www.rossitertrust.com
ISBN: 978-1908710-10-9
Price: £38

...will no doubt become
the ‘go-to’ reference
for these issues for the
foreseeable future

SUBTITLED ‘A comprehensive study of the
stamps, covers and historical documents’, this
volume collates all the information the author has
discovered from more than 40 years of collecting.
It provides a fascinating insight into the politics,
businesses, people, stamps and postal history of
the British Consulate Post Office in Bangkok.
Beginning with a timeline, the first two parts deal
with the establishment of the Siamese postal service,
the various consulates that were established and
then more detail of the British Consulate, including
its founding and the evolution of its post office.
The third and fourth parts deal with the
‘B’ overprints on Straits settlements stamps,
identifying details of the two types of overprint
and the method of overprinting, together with
printing quantities for each value and watermark
where known, as well as watermark varieties, etc.

Two new countries have been added: South
Kasai with 29 new numbers and Viet Cong with
70 items. Sharjah has been extensively reviewed,
with over 400 new numbers now added for the
issues up to 1969, including postage dues.
Valuations have been reviewed and the editor
mentions North Vietnam (c.1000), with more
imperforates added, Turks and Caicos (500),
Vanuatu (400) and Uganda (400), all varying up or
down. There are about 3000 changes for Uruguay
and 2700 for Venezuela, many of these being
increases for more modern issues. There are
some 700 changes in Vatican City.
Some new varieties have been added for
Uganda and Zambezia, and these, with those
mentioned above, are all listed on the ‘New
Additions’ page.
This completes the set of the Standard World
Catalogue, but no new individual countries have
been at extracted this time.

The Bangkok cancellations found on them are then
illustrated. The next section deals with India, unoverprinted Straits Settlements, Hong Kong and
Great Britain stamps used in Bangkok.
There is a section detailing the various firms
that used the British Consulate PO, providing
historic details and illustrations of the company
chops, etc. This is followed by other consulates
using the service.
A 150-page section attempts to tabulate and
illustrate all the known covers, cards and other
material extant, providing detail of senders,
addressees, rates and routes, etc. A number of
individual studies are included, such as the 32c.
on 2a. India stamp, the 3c. postal stationery card,
the Siam 1a. cards with closure notices and, most
unusually, a study of the owner, company and
expertisation marks found on stamp backs.
Among the appendices, a ten-page section
deals with fakes and forgeries, which are many
and vary in the degree that they might deceive a
collector. There is much else, including shipping
details, personal biographies, company histories,
identification charts, an extensive bibliography and
several specific indexes.
This 454-page volume in full colour with printed
board covers will no doubt become the ‘go-to’
reference for these issues for the foreseeable
future and is thoroughly recommended.
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MICHEL EUROPE KATALOG VOLUME 11,
BALTIC STATES AND FINLAND 2021/2022
(106TH EDITION)
Publisher: Schwaneberger Verlag GMBH
Address: Industriestraße 1, 82110 Germering,
Germany
www.michel.de
ISBN: 978-3-95402-361-5
Price: €52/£52

An additional benefit
is the extensive
information
regarding issue or
printing quantities

THIS latest edition includes some 400 extra
new-issue prices with Estonia, Ǻland and Latvia
all to June 2021, Finland and Lithuania to April
2021; the latter also including the 1919–20 locals
and central Lithuania issues, but not those of the
Lithuanian occupations of Memel or Klaipeda,
which are in the Germany volume. Estonia
includes locals and Finland includes machine labels
and booklets, while Ǻland includes machine labels
to February 2021 and booklets.
The publisher comments that rare early
Estonia issues see useful increases, as do 21stcentury issues of Finland and Ǻland. However, air
stamps from Latvia are marked down.

STANLEY GIBBONS COMMONWEALTH
AND BRITISH EMPIRE STAMPS 1840–1970
(124TH EDITION)
Publisher: Stanley Gibbons Publications
Address: 7 Parkside, Christchurch Road,
Ringwood, Hants BH24 3SH
www.stanleygibbons.com
ISBN: 978-1-911304-88-3
Price: £89.95

This world-famous
catalogue still sets
the standard other
publishers strive to
achieve

KNOWN the world over as the ‘Part 1’, the
stylish navy-blue front cover this year features
what else, but the unique British Guiana 1c.
Magenta recently bought by the publisher and
the subject of an article opposite that country in
the catalogue. As usual, I turn to Hugh Jefferies’
editor’s ‘Preface’ to see what editorial changes
and improvements have been implemented. Then
I look at the new numbers page where this year
there are about 170 new listings from over 60
issuing authorities.
Noteworthy are the new ‘z’ numbers for
Indian stamps used in Bahrain, Iran and Muscat.
There are expanded but as yet unnumbered lists
for Indian stamps used in Aden, New Zealand
stamps used with Fanning Island postmarks and
a new section for early Indian stamps with on
postal service overprints. In Sierra Leone, the
narrow settings for the 1963 second anniversary
overprints are now listed and priced unused for
seven values. There are some new watermark
varieties in British Honduras, Ceylon, Gibraltar,
Cochin, Niger Coast Protectorate, Saint Lucia,
Cape of Good Hope, Natal and Trinidad.
The Rhodesia 1913–24 Admiral monocoloured values now show shaded and unshaded

Editorial attention this time means that 85
new perforation varieties have been added
in Lithuania, whilst Latvian gutter pairs have
been revised and some new design differences
identified for Finland and Ǻland.
It is always worthwhile comparing catalogues,
not only for prices but also for content. MICHEL
lists and prices f.d.c.s, machine labels, booklets
and panes, with good illustrations of the layout of
se-tenant panes, etc. Year collections are priced
both mint and used, enabling a quick guide to
overall price movements, though in a mainly static
market, many of these are confined to varieties
and specialist items.
An additional benefit is the extensive
information regarding issue or printing quantities,
and the tables providing a quick reference to
a definitive design’s catalogue numbers, where
values and service letters have been issued over a
long period of time.
This is another fine hardcover, with 492
actual catalogue pages, plus the usual indexes,
expertisation information, list of certificators,
shops and dealers. About 5000 colour images
show the approximately 26,400 priced items.

King’s ears, and colours have been redesignated
to correspond with the SG Colour Key. Some
errors of the bicoloured issues are now placed
with the correct shades.
Countries of note for increases in prices
worthy of a mention in Hugh’s letter include
British Colombia, Indian States (especially
Bussahir), South African provinces, British
Solomon Islands and Cook Islands, but in the
‘quiet’ West Indies, only Dominica, Jamaica,
Trinidad and Turks are mentioned. It is also worth
checking the 1935 Silver Jubilee issues, where
very fine used copies are difficult to find.
There are two new articles this year in
addition to the usual ‘The Importance of
Condition’ and ‘General Philatelic Information
and Guidelines’. These are the ‘Sierra Leone:
1932 Rice Field Definitives’ by Majed Halawi, and
‘Trinidad and Tobago WWI Red Cross Stamps’ by
Edward Barrow.
The volume also includes the ‘International
Philatelic Glossary’, ‘Specialist Philatelic Societies’
list and a ‘Select Bibliography’, updated to include
some very recent titles such as the UPU Specimen
Stamps Supplement by James Bendon (reviewed in
PE October 2021) and Trinidad & Tobago Stamps
and Postal Stationery from the British West Indies
Study Circle.
The page extent is just over 700 again and the
cover price is unchanged for the fourth year in
a row. As I said of the last edition, the extensive
notes, built up over decades, provide the general
collector with much useful information to
enhance their knowledge. For this reason, this
volume is highly sought after in the second-hand
market. This world-famous catalogue still sets the
standard other publishers strive to achieve.
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Around the Rooms
Reports from recently held philatelic auctions, including Tony Lester in the UK, Christoph
Gärtner in Germany and Raritan in the USA.

David Feldman

DAVID Feldman sold the much anticipated ‘Imperium’ collection
of British Guiana on 14 October. As well as the two iconic covers
featured in the news section of PE last month, there were a number
of other significant results. Prices shown exclude buyers’ premium.
From the
1850–51
Cotton
Reels (British
Guiana’s first
issue), there
was a cover
described
as the most
important
single franking
of the issue,
featuring
the unique cut-square 4c. black on pale yellow (Townsend Type A)
on pelure paper; the largest margined ‘Cotton Reel’ in existence
(lot 30052). With the initials of postal official Lorimer (‘WHL’), the
stamp had a Demerara datestamp of 9 May 1851 and was one of
only two covers recorded with a ‘Cotton Reel’ on pelure paper and
displaying different types of separation (round and square). From an
estimate of £120,000–£180,000, it realised £125,000.
The auction also included one of the two
single examples in private hands of the 2c.
rose (Townsend Type A); a value issued in
1851 to pay a local town letter rate (lot
30017). With the initials of postal official Smith
(‘JBS’), this stamp was cut round and had a
central 7 October 1851 Demerara datestamp.
The £90,000 hammer price of this great
philatelic rarity was just below its £100,000–
£150,000 estimate.
An octagonally cut 1850–51 4c. orange
(Townsend Type B) was described as the
finest 4c. example known and a major rarity
in this condition (lot 30019). With the
initials of postal official Lorimer (‘WHL’) and
a full strike of the Demerara datestamp of
9 November 1859, it reached £42,000 from
an estimate of £8000–£12,000.
The 1856 Provisionals also produced
significant results. One of the most valuable unused stamps of
British Guiana was a 4c. black on blue on surface-coloured paper,
which was cut octagonally (lot 30125). With the initials of postal
clerk Wight (‘EDW’), the stamp was
presented for the first time as an unused
example because it was issued with a
certificate from the expert committee of
the British Philatelic Association in 2016
detailing it as uncancelled; the only known
example. From an estimate of £100,000–
£150,000, it sold for £90,000.

Grosvenor

A three-day auction
at Grosvenor on 5–7
October began with
a dedicated British
Empire and Foreign
Countries catalogue
on the first two
days of the auction.
Prices shown exclude
buyers’ premium.
From India, a
scarce, complete and
unused sheet of 96
(8×12) of the 1854
1a. dull red (die II)
sold for £26,000,
considerably more
than its £4000–£5000
estimate (lot 752).
A very rare 1852
‘Scinde Dawk’ ½a.
blue from the Sind
province was another
Indian highlight (lot
742). This very fine example, used on
large part cover, was slightly toned but
surpassed its £3500–£4000 estimate
to reach £22,000. A used example of
the 1852 ‘Scinde Dawk’ ½a. blue, cut
to shape and affixed to piece, with a
red cancellation surpassed its £1500–
£2000 estimate to reach £5200 (lot
743).
From the Queen Elizabeth
II issues of the Falkland
Islands, there was a mint
example of one of the great
rarities of the monarch’s
reign – the 6d. black and light
blue from the 1964 50th
anniversary of the Battle
of the Falkland Islands issue showing HMS Glasgow instead
of HMS Kent (lot 1345). With only around 30 examples
recorded, this fine example sold for £12,000, which was
within its £12,000–£15,000 estimate. Earlier issues from the
Falkland Islands produced noteworthy results. From the 1933
Centenary issue, a mint block of four of the £1 black and
carmine sold for £7800 from a £5000–£6000 estimate (lot
1265). An upper-marginal mint block of four of the 10s. black
and chestnut value exceeded its estimate of £2200–£2500 to
sell for £5000 (lot 1263), while an upper-marginal block of
four of the 5s. black and yellow denomination made £4800,
approximately double its £2000–£2500 estimate (lot 1255).
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A lower-left corner marginal block of 24 (4×6) of the 1980
Monkey 8f. value from the People’s Republic China was a
remarkable and rare block, which sold for its lower estimate
of £12,000 (lot 565).
The issues of the Australian state of Queensland included
the unique horizontal strip of three of the 1860 2d. blue, with
Large Star watermark, showing the imperforate vertically
variety (lot 282). This major rarity of Australian philately
made £5200, which was at the lower end of its £5000–£6000
estimate.

In the New Zealand section, an 1855–57
1d. dull carmine on white paper (Large Star
watermark) was an early highlight (lot 928).
Featuring close to good margins and a light
cancellation, its selling price of £4500 more
than doubled its lower estimate of £2000.
The auction then continued with a Great
Britain Postage Stamps and Postal History
sale on 6–7 October.
This auction included
an extremely rare mint
block of four, from the
right of the sheet, of the
1840 1d. black (PK–QK)
from plate 1b (lot 2459).
This very fine multiple
exceeded its estimate of
£30,000–£40,000 to sell
for £43,000.
Also included in the
auction was a scarce
used block of four of
the 1840 1d. greyblack (ID–JE) from plate 5 (lot 2494). Cancelled by black
Maltese Crosses, this block made £7500 from a £4000–£5000
estimate.
A scarce 1840 2d. blue (CC) from plate 2
was an unused example in a good colour (lot
2538). With good to large margins, it reached
£4500, more than four times its £800–£1000
estimate.
Another highlight was a most unusual £1
brown-lilac (DG) from the 1882–83 surface
printed issues on white paper (Large Anchor watermark) that
had been overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’ (lot 2898). In an excellent
colour, it sold for £3800, just above its
£2500–£3000 estimate
Among the Inland Revenue Officials,
there was an 1890 10s. cobalt (AF) on
blued paper (Large Anchor watermark),
which was overprinted ‘SPECIMEN’
(lot 3012). With some slight creasing,
but otherwise fine, this fresh example
exceeded its £700–£800 estimate to
sell for £2500.

Spink

AMONG the recent auctions
at Spink, an Important
Stamps and Covers of the
World sale was held on 7
October at their offices
in London. Prices shown
exclude buyers’ premium.
From Kenya, Uganda and
Tanganyika, a superb topleft corner example of the
1922–27 £50 black and brown, with plate number, was one of the
finest known examples (lot 209). This excellently coloured example
sold for £35,000. A very fresh and well-centred £25 black and red
from the same issue was an incredibly rare example of this popular
high value and sold for £20,000 (lot 208).
Included in the
imperforate between
varieties of the Southern
Rhodesia 1924–29
Admiral issue, an
exceptionally rare 2d.
black and purple-grey
marginal pair from the left
of the sheet was one of only 12 pairs recorded and made £13,000
(lot 352).
From the 1925–29 definitive issue of Northern Rhodesia, there
was an exceptionally rare marginal block of six of the 4d. violet
from the one sheet, giving just ten examples, believed to exist (lot
268). From the left of the sheet, this strip was of the imperforate
between stamps and margin variety, with the perfs split between
the lower pair, and sold for £11,500.
From the Cape of Good Hope, a 40-page collection of 1853–64
Triangular issues sold for £7500 (lot 151).
A £15 Revenue stamp from the New Republic
in South Africa was the only example known and
had been used, being cancelled by a manuscript
‘AJR Zeg Meester’ (A J Reynecke) (lot 243). On
yellow paper without date and with embossed
arms, it achieved £7500.
Amongst the covers was a fine quality
franking from the Australian colony of Victoria
with examples of the 1854–59 Woodblocks (lot
115). This entire registered letter from Maldon
to London of 2 June 1856, marked ‘per Joseph Lemate’ and ‘6’ in
manuscript, had a Half Length 3d. deep blue pair from the Campbell
and Fergusson printings and a Registered 1s. (die 1) from the first
printing with a type 1A overprint. Both were cancelled by a barred
numeral ‘60’. Registered with an oval ‘G.P.O.’ datestamp, with a
despatch datestamp on the reverse, it sold for £5500.
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Tony Lester

THE latest Tony Lester sale was held on 9–10 October, shortly after
Stampex. Prices shown exclude buyers’ premium.
From the reign of Queen Victoria, a marginal vertical strip of
three 1840 2d. deep full blues from plate 2 (PL–RL), with a lovely
colour, went under the hammer for £12,000 (lot 508).
Dating from later in the reign, a fine example of the scarce 1888
£1 brown-lilac with Three Orbs watermark sold for £9000 (lot 595).
An 1840 ‘VR’ Official 1d. black (RC), with a 3mm–4mm scissor
cut at lower left, had good margins and made £3700 (lot 503).
There was a good example of an 1867–83 £5 orange on white
paper, which sold for £3600 (lot 573). Meanwhile, a very fine used
£5 orange with Hereford c.d.s. made £1700 (lot 581). Also from the
same issue, a fresh 10s. grey-green with Large Anchor watermark
on blued paper, with a ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint, had a £3300 hammer
price (lot 570).
Among the commemoratives from the reign of Queen Elizabeth,
there was a 1965 PO Tower 3d. value with the tower omitted;
one of the most iconic varieties of the reign (lot 665). One of

Christoph Gärtner

THE auction house of Christoph Gärtner in Germany enjoyed
a well-attended autumn auction on 19–22
October. As well as stamps, postal history,
collections and estates, two special sections,
of ‘German East Africa Mafia’ and ‘US
Postal Cards’, each with a special catalogue,
completed the diverse offerings from all over
the world. Prices shown exclude buyers’
premium.
From the inflation issues of
the German Reich, a highlight
was a rouletted 1923 2 million
on 200m. bright orange-red (lot
6135). This used example went
under the hammer for €11,500.
The ‘German East Africa
Mafia’ section included a 1915
1r. red with handstamped ‘G.R.

Robert A Siegel

PART 11 of the Scarsdale Collection, comprising British North
America, was sold by Robert A Siegel on 20 October.
The 1851–59 Pence issues of the colony of Canada, printed by
the New York firm of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, provided
a number of key items in the sale. Featuring an
image based upon the Chalon portrait of Queen
Victoria, an 1851 12d. black on laid paper with
original gum was an extremely fine example of
this desirable rarity, of which less than 20 original
gum singles are believed to exist (lot 503). In a
strong colour and with large margins, it realised
$215,000, which was just over its $150,000–
$200,000 estimate.
An 1851 6d. slate-violet value from the same
issue, with an image of Prince Albert, was another
extremely fine example of one of Canada’s rarest
and most difficult stamps to obtain in unused
condition (lot 502). With four large margins, this
example, without the faults that are often a feature
of its thin laid paper, surpassed its estimate of
$30,000–$40,000 to reach $70,000.

approximately 30 known, it was sold with a basic example and made
£2200. The auction also included a very scarce 1969 Ships 5d. value
with black omitted, which sold for £1600 (lot 694). From the 1973
Explorers issue, a 5p value with sepia omitted, sold with a basic one
for comparison, went for £1500 (lot 740).
From the 1847–54 Embossed issues of Queen Victoria, a 10d.
brown from die 4 with good margins made £1800 (lot 546).
A 1924 10d. turquoise blue with inverted
watermark from the reign of King George V
reached £1500 (lot 636). Also from the reign of
King George V, a 1929 PUC 2½d. with inverted
watermark achieved £1300 (lot 637).

MAFIA’ in lilac, which had a hammer price of €10,000 (lot 6409).
From Korea, there was an extremely rare set of lithographed
essays dating from c.1899 (lot 2517). These designs, largely
applied to the 1900–1 issue and the 1902 commemorative, which
shares the diamond shaped centre with the 5p. essay, reached
€6500.
In the postal cards from the USA, an 1886 1c. Jefferson card
showing the ‘double impression, one inverted’ variety sold for
€3000 (lot 3773).
Collections also provided some of the auction highlights.
Ranging in date from 1957–2019, a very extensive and attractive
special thematic collection on the history of space travel reached
€22,000 (lot 10663). A substantial collection of German Eagle
issues and covers from 1872–75, including good single frankings,
foreign, local and parcel covers, multiples and better postmarks,
made €8200 (lot 14201). While a huge collection from Hungary,
dating from 1850–c.2010, and featuring blocks of four, souvenir
sheets, covers and postcards, which started with Austria-Hungary
and ended with modern issues, sold for €7700 (lot 12303).

Among the 1857–62 Pence issues of
Newfoundland, a particular highlight was an
unused 1857 6d. scarlet vermilion described
as one of the finest of its type (lot 686). In a
fresh colour, a proof-like impression and with
unusually large margins, it trebled its $15,000–
$20,000 estimate to sell for
$65,000.
An 1868 1c. red-brown on laid paper with
original gum from the 1868–76 Large Queen issue
of the Dominion of Canada was another major
rarity in the sale (lot 542). This fine example sold
for $60,000, double its lower estimate of $30,000.
From the reign of Edward VII, a mint 1908 50c.
deep violet in an unusually fine condition surpassed
its $3000–$4000 estimate to sell for $32,500 (lot
600).
A highlight from Nova Scotia was an 1851 1s.
deep purple from the 1851–63 issue (lot 767).
With large balanced margins and in a stunning
colour, it sold for $30,000, which was at the top of
its $20,000–$30,000 estimate.
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Cavendish

THE sale of the Geoff Whitehead
Collection of Classic Stamps and
Covers took place at Cavendish on
5 October. Prices shown exclude
buyers’ premium.
From the Cape of Good Hope, there was a rare 1855 cover
with a block of four of the 1d. brick red value paying the local 4d.
rate (lot 2126). On slightly blued paper, the cover was sent from
Paarl to Prince Albert on 12 April 1855 and was tied by a small
type triangular cancellation. Its selling price of £1300 was just over
its £1200 estimate. A fine used three margined example of the 1d.
vermilion from the 1861 ‘Woodblock’ issue reached £1100, which
was three times more than its estimate of £280 (lot 2094).
Two scarce pairs of 1841 1d. reds on piece each bore a single
cancellation, contrary to regulations (lot 2521). The first pair (OI–OJ),
from plate 24, were cancelled with a Maltese Cross, while the second
(FD–FE), from plate 53, had a single ‘4’ numeral of the London Inland
Office. From an estimate of £240, they sold for £1200.
The following day, the sale of the Duncan Collection of Great
Britain Line-Engraved Stamps and Postal History was held.
One of the highlights of the auction was a rare 15 August 1840
cover to Basingstoke, which was franked with a very fine strip of
three 1840 2d. blues (KF–KH) from plate 1 (lot 1155). With the
stamps tied by Maltese Cross cancels in a deep bright red and with
an Andover c.d.s. across the flap, this superb cover surpassed its
estimate of £2000 to realise £9000.
An extremely rare used block of 12 1841 2d. blues (GA–ID) from
plate 3 had full selvedge and inscription (lot 1202). Featuring black
Maltese Cross cancels, this multiple almost doubled its estimate of
£2400 to make £4400.
Among the Mulready stationery, there was a fine 1d. lettersheet
uprated with a 1d. black (SF) from plate 8 (lot 1002). Dated 11 March
1841 and sent to Warbleton, the sheet was cancelled with a black
Maltese Cross and the 1d. black was tied by another example. With
a Lombard Street datestamp on the flap and a note inside about an
enclosed birth certificate, resulting in the need for additional postage,
this attractive item exceeded its estimate of £1300 to reach £4400.
A cover to Windsor of October 1853 with an 1841 1d. red from
plate 161 was a rare example featuring a ‘Treasury’ roulette (lot
1182). Rouletted at the top and sides, leaving a somewhat ‘narrow’
stamp, it had a straight edge at the base, as often seen on these, and
was tied by a light indistinct numeral. With Amesbury, Salisbury and
Windsor c.d.s. on the back, it more than doubled its estimate of
£1500 to sell for £3800.
A strip of six 1841 2d. blues, neatly cancelled with the London no.
9 Maltese Cross, which was very usual as most multiples have the no.
12 cancel, doubled its estimate of £1500 to sell for £3000 (lot 1194).

Raritan

AT Raritan’s ale of 15–16 October, there were
a number of highlights from the Soviet Union.
Prices shown exclude buyers’ premium.
From the first definitive issue, lot 224
was a 1924–25 Peasant 15k. lemon yellow
on unwatermarked paper, which had intact
perforation and perfect centring. This very fine
example of this rarity made $18,000, which was in the middle
of its $15,000–$20,000 estimate.
Another rarity was a well-centered example with large
margins of the 1932 International Polar Year 50k. carmine
rose (lot 578). With
a part of the sheet
margin at right, this
very fine example sold
for $10,000 from an
estimate of $10,000–
$12,000.
From the Moscow Philatelic Exhibition issue of 1932, there
was a ‘Kartonka’ souvenir sheet of four values (2×15k. and
2×35k.), printed on thin cardboard (169mm×119mm) (lot
293). With only 500 sheets printed
for participants of the exhibition, this
great rarity of the Soviet Union sold
for $10,000, which was within its
$10,000–$12,000 estimate.
Another rarity was a set of the two
values (40k. blue and 80k. red) from
the 1930 Moscow Zeppelin Flight issue
(lot 567). Presented as imperforated
horizontal pairs in perfect condition,
their selling price of $8500 was within
their estimated range of $7500–$9000.
Two stamps in excellent condition
from the Esperanto Congress issue of
1926 proved to be another highlight
(lot 259). Comprising a 7k. blue green
and red and a 14k. blue green and
violet, each with side margin, this lot
had an estimate of $6000–$7500 but
sold for $7000.

A very rare multiple was a vertical
imperforated strip of four of the 40k.
violet from the 1937 Architectural Projects issue featuring
the Palace of the Soviets (lot 321). In a very fine condition,
this multiple sold for $6000, right at the top of its $5000–
$6000 estimate. A rare right-margin horizontal imperforated
pair of the 50k. dark brown value featuring the Red Army
Theatre was in a post office fresh condition and sold for
$4750 from an estimate of $3500–$4500 (lot 325).

Invitation to auction houses
If you would like your auction results to be considered for
inclusion in this monthly feature, please send a brief illustrated
report of your sale’s highlights to the editor
(aboyd@philatelicexporter.com).
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Diary Dates

New Issues
New and recent stamp issues based on information received from postal authorities and/or their agents. In the light
of the current situation, some release dates are liable to change.

ALAND

AUSTRIA

20 Oct, Christmas 2021,
€1.10, €2.20; Year of the
Tiger, miniature sheet €3.

15 Oct, 100 Years of
Burgenland, €2.10.
20 Oct, Postage Stamps
1905, miniature sheet
€3.15; Centenary of
Schnitzler’s Reigen in
Vienna, 85c.
21 Oct, Crypto Stamps,
2×€9.90.
25 Oct, Dominic Thiem,
€7.

ALGERIA
3 Oct, Musical Instruments,
25d., 50d.
7 Oct, World Teachers’
Day, 50d.
ANDORRA (FRENCH)
16 Oct, Judit Gaset Flinch,
€2.56.
ARGENTINA
25 Oct, Solar Eclipse,
miniature sheet $240.
ARMENIA
12 Sept, 100th Anniversary
of National Gallery of
Armenia, miniature sheet
890d.
13 Sept, Bombing of
Ghazanchetsots Holy
Saviour Cathedral of Shushi,
miniature sheet 940d, 950d.
20 Sept, 30th Anniversary
of Independence, 890d.
16 Oct, 100th Anniversary
of Alexander Kemurdzhian,
230d.
19 Oct, 100th Anniversary
of Foundation of Yerevan
State Conservatory After
Komitas, 290d.
26 Oct, Apostolic Journeys
of Roman Pontiffs to
Armenia – Pilgrimage to
First Christian Nation, two
miniature sheets, 1250d.
AUSTRALIA
5 Oct, Nature’s Mimics,
2×$1.10, $2.20.
7 Oct, Holden’s Final Roar,
5×$1.10.
19 Oct, RSPCA – 150
Years, 5×$1.10.
22 Oct, First Regular
Airmail, $1.10.
Australian Antarctic
Territory
5 Oct, Lichen, 2×$1.10,
$2.20, $3.30.

BELARUS
8 Sept, Architecture
of Belarus – Orthodox
Churches, miniature sheet
2×1r.74, 2r.04.
12 Sept, Dogs in Service of
Belarus Customs, 2×2r.04,
miniature sheet 4×2r.04.
28 Oct, Happy New Year!
Merry Christmas, 2×60k.,
sheet 6×60k.; Kolozha Icon
of the Mother of God,
miniature sheet 5r.
BERMUDA
19 Aug, Bermuda
Sandcastle Competition,
50c., $1.15, $1.35, $1.55.
BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA (BH
POSTA)
12 Sept, Gazi Husrev
(definitives), 5×90f.
24 Sept, Sand Pyramids
Near Foca, 1m.50.
8 Oct, Steps of Hope
Children’s Centre – Tuzla,
90f.
22 Oct, Centenary
of National Theatre –
Sarajevo, 1m.
BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA
(CROATIAN POSTS)
8 Sept, International
Literacy Day 2021, 90f.
9 Oct, Ethnological
Treasure, 20f.
16 Oct, World Food Day,
2×1m.10.
31 Oct, Numismatics,
2×2m.90.

BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA
(REPUBLIKA SRPSKA)
3 Sept, 50 Years from
Gallery to Museum of
Contemporary Art, 90m.
10 Sept, 100 Years of
Trebinje Gymnasium, 90m.
17 Sept, 75 Years of
Brčko–Banovići Railway,
miniature sheet 7f.30.
20 Sept, Cities 2, 90m., 1f.,
1f.50, 2f.
20 Oct, Literature, 1m.95.
27 Oct, Cities – Derventa,
2m.70.
BRAZIL
8 Oct, Centenary of Birth
of Oscar Dias Corrêa, 1st.
12 Oct, Christmas, 1st.
15 Oct, 150 Years of
Instituto Presbiteriano
Mackenzie, miniature sheet
5r.20.
18 Oct, Brazil Pavilion at
Expo Dubai 2020, 3×5r.20.
BULGARIA
23 Sept, Great Travellers
– Umberto Nobile, 65st.;
400th Anniversary Birth of
La Fontaine, 3l.
CANADA
8 Oct, Editorial
Cartoonists, booklet
10×92c.
14 Oct, Christopher
Plummer, 92c.
19 Oct, Diwali, 92c.
21 Oct, Valour Road, 92c.
29 Oct, Remembrance
Poppy, 100th Anniversary,
92c.
COLOMBIA
17 Sept, El Socorro –
Santander, sheet 9×2000p.
23 Sept, 10th Anniversary
of Coffee Cultural
Landscape of Colombia on
UNESCO World Heritage
List, 12×2000p.
24 Sept, Sweet Flavours
of Colombia, sheet
10×2000p.; Colombia at
the Table, 10×2000p.

8 Oct, Tourism (UPEAEP),
sheet 4×5000p.
CROATIA
4 Oct, A Smile for Every
Child, 3k.30.
CYPRUS
17 Sept, Cats, 34c., 41c.,
50c., 64c.; 50th Anniversary
of Cyprus Theatre
Organisation, 34c.; 50 Years
of Diplomatic Relations
with China, 75c.
CZECH REPUBLIC
6 Oct, Czech Actors and
Actresses, 27k., 33k.; Wikov
7/28 Sport Roadster, 19k.;
Czech Tennis, sheet 475k.
20 Oct, Works of Art on
Stamps, 30k., 33k., 34k.
EGYPT
30 June, Good Life to All
Egyptians, 10l.
23 July, 23 July Revolution,
5l.; Egypt’s Largest
Participation in Olympic
Games, 5l.
30 July, UN Day Against
Trafficking in Persons, 5l.
FALKLAND ISLANDS
22 Oct, Tourism Incentive
Recovery Programme, 32p,
68p, 78p, £1.04, £1.26,
£1.35.
GERMANY
2 Sept, Westend,
Frankfurt, €2.70; Apparent
Movement, €1.90;
Treasures of Philately,
80c.+40c., miniature sheet
€1.20; Young Animals –
Capricorn, 95c.; 150th
Birthday of Hildegard
Wegscheider, 95c.; 50
Years of Federal Training
Promotion Act, 80c.;
Telephone Counselling, 80c.
7 Oct, Optical Illusions –
Butterflies?, €1.55; Street
Art – Drops and Rings by
1010, 80c.; Dangers of
Climate Change/Forest is
Climate Protection, 80c.;
Fabled Germany, 60c., 80c.

GREAT BRITAIN
19 Oct, Rugby Football
Union, 2×2nd, 2×1st,
2×£1.70, 2×£2.55.
2 Nov, Christmas, 2nd,
2nd Large, 1st, 1st Large,
miniature sheet £9.52
GREECE
7 Oct, Greek Revolution
of 1821 Through Children’s
Eyes, 4×€1.
HONG KONG
16 Sept, Feel 100%, $2,
$2.60, $3.40, $3.70, $4.90,
$5, sheetlets $10, $20.
12 Oct, Complete World
Heritage in China Series,
miniature sheet $10.
28 Oct, Congratulations
on Outstanding
Achievements of Hong
Kong, China, Delegation
at Tokyo 2020 Olympic
Games, miniature sheet
5×$10.
HUNGARY
25 Oct, Christmas, 145fo.
IRELAND
7 Oct, Gaiety Theatre –
150 Years, 4×N.
ISLE OF MAN
1 Oct, Mensa 75, sheetlet
6×1st.
27 Oct, Thomas the Tank
Engine and Friends at
Christmas, 1st, EU, Large,
RoW, USA, EU Large,
sheetlet £9.95.
ITALY
2 Oct, Centenary of Venini
Glass, €1.10.
3 Oct, 350th Anniversary
of Academy of Sciences,
Letters and Fine Arts of
the Zealous and Daphnics,
€1.10.
6 Oct, 20th Anniversary of
Tax Agency, €1.10.
13 Oct, Italo Tibaldi, €1.15.
15 Oct, Jole Santell, €1.10.
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19 Oct, Centenary of
Unknown Soldier, miniature
sheet €1.
25 Oct, Centenary of Birth
of Franco Corelli, €1.10;
Centenary of Birth of
Giuseppe Di Stefano, €1.10;
Centenary of Death of
Enrico Caruso, €1.10.
26 Oct, Centenary Birth of
Emanuele Luzzati, €1.10.
29 Oct, Nitto ATP Finals,
€1.10.
30 Oct, 60th Anniversary
Death of Luigi Einaudi,
€1.10.
31 Oct, Bud Spencer,
€1.10.
JAPAN
1 Sept, definitive 260y.
8 Sept, World of Art
Series (Part 3), 10×630y.,
10×840y.
15 Sept, Post Bear
Greetings, 10×630y.,
10×840y.
22 Sept, Happy Greetings
Autumn, 10×630y.,
10×840y., 10×940y.
24 Sept, Centenary of
Japan–Uruguay Diplomatic
Relationships, 10×840y.
1 Oct, 50th Anniversary of
JAMSTEC, 10×840y.
8 Oct, International Letterwriting Week, 7×547y.
13 Oct, Natural
Landscapes, 10×840y.
20 Oct, Hospitality
Flowers Series, 10×630y.,
10×840y.
JERSEY
5 Oct, 150 Years of
Brewing in Jersey, 54p,
74p, 88p, £1, £1.25, 1.30,
miniature sheet £3.
18 Oct, Bergerac, 54p, 74p,
88p, £1, £1.25, £1.30, £1.75,
£3.50.
KAZAKHSTAN
1 Oct, Fauna – Red Book
of Kazakhstan, 200t.
5 Oct, Fauna – Red Book
of Kazakhstan, 130t.
7 Oct, 100th Anniversary
of Kazakh Radio, 100t.
10 Oct, 30 Years of
Independence of Republic
of Kazakhstan and 50th
Anniversary of UAE (joint
issue with UAE), 2×550t.
18 Oct, Year of the Bull,
miniature sheet 500t.
20 Oct, 30th Anniversary
of Regional Commonwealth
in Field of Communication,
miniature sheet 1900t.

29 Oct, 2200th
Anniversary of City of
Shymkent, 380t.
KYRGYZSTAN
30 Aug, 30 Years
of Independence of
Kyrgyzstan, 66s.
10 Sept, Sculpture of
Kyrgyz with a Golden Eagle,
Menton, France, miniature
sheet 140s.
17 Sept, Tulip Turkestan,
31s., 37s., 140s.
LIECHTENSTEIN
6 Sept, Stamp 4.0 –
Blockchain Technology
from Principality of
Liechtenstein, miniature
sheet 5f.20.; 100 Years of
Liechtenstein Constitution,
85c., 1f., 1f.50.; Joint Issue
Ukraine–Liechtenstein –
Eugen Zotow, minature
sheet 3f.60.; 700th
Anniversary of Death of
Dante Alighieri, miniature
sheet 7f.70.; 50 Years Since
First E-mail, 1f.
LITHUANIA
2 Sept, 400 Years of Battle
of Chotin (joint issue
with Poland and Ukraine),
miniature sheet €1.29.
MACAO
9 Oct, Insects, 2p.50, 4p.,
4p.50, 6p.
28 Oct, 150th Anniversary
of Kiang Wu Hospital
Charitable Association,
2p.50, 4p., 4p.50, 6p.
29 Oct, 20th Anniversary
of Unitary Police Service,
2p.50, 4p., 4p.50, 6p.
MALTA
7 Oct, Maltese Buses, 30c.,
50c., 86c.
MONACO
5 Oct, Films Shot in
Monaco, €2.12, €2.56, €3,
€4.71.
15 Oct, Anniversary of
Monaco Museum of Stamps
and Coins, miniature sheet
€5.56.
MONGOLIA
2 Sept, Hunnu Empire,
miniature sheet 3000t.;
People’s Revolution – 100
Years, miniature sheet
2000t.

17 Sept, 100th Anniversary
of Communications and
Information Technology,
miniature sheet 15,000t.
5 Oct, Prague Zoo –
Zuungaryn Gobi, 1000t.
15 Oct, Centenary of
Youth Organisation,
miniature sheet 2000t.
26 Oct, Mongolia-UN 60th
Anniversary, sheet 6×1000t.
29 Oct, Centenary of
Police, miniature sheet
2000t.
NAMIBIA
12 Oct, Mustelids of
Namibia, 2×$9.50,
2×$34.80, $39.90.
NETHERLANDS
16 Aug, Innovation in the
Netherlands, 10×96c.
13 Sept, Talk to the Hand,
International 1; Dutch
Horse Breeds, sheet
10×96c.
11 Oct, Child Welfare
Stamps, miniature sheet
5×1 + 48c.
15 Oct, Stamp Day, sheet
10×1.
NEW CALEDONIA
18 Aug, Tabou Lighthouse,
International.
2 Sept, New Coins, local.
15 Sept, Mandarin Festival,
Canala, 1f.80.
18 Oct, Environmental
Protection of Land and Sea,
2×International.
NORWAY
2 Oct, Research,
Innovation, Technology,
2×18k., miniature sheet
45k.; Mopeds and
Motorcycles, 4×18k.
PAKISTAN
25 Sept, National
Newspapers Readership
Day, 20r.
30 Sept, Eve of Karachi
Nuclear Power Plant
Inauguration Unit-2
(K-2), 20r.; Pakistan
Telecommunication
Authority, 20r.
PERU
2 Aug, Architecture – Casa
Rosell Ríos (UPAEP 2020),
miniature sheet 4s., 7s.60.
5 Aug, 200th Anniversary
of Independence –
Stevedore Monument,
Lima, 3s.60.

9 Aug, 200th Anniversary
of Independence – Clock
Tower, University Park,
Lima, miniature sheet 4s.
13 Aug, Battle of Pasco,
7s.60.
16 Aug, 200 Years of
Creation of Army of
Republican Peru, 4s.
19 Aug, Tourism – Rúpac,
El Machu Picchu Limeño
(UPAEP 2021), 4s.
26 Aug, Tourism –
Vinicunca, Mountain of
Seven Colours (UPAEP
2021), 7s.60.
30 Aug, 200th Anniversary
of Independence – Manco
Capac Monument, Lima,
miniature sheet 3s.60.
2 Sept, 100th Anniversary
Birth of Chabuca Granda,
7s.60.
6 Sept, Year of the Rat,
miniature sheet 7s.60.
9 Sept, Fight Against
Covid-19, 5s.
13 Sept, 200th Anniversary
of Independence – Arco
Morisco Monument,
miniature sheet 3s.60.
15 Sept, 200th Anniversary
of Independence – Museum
of Italian Art, miniature
sheet 4s.
17 Sept, 200th Anniversary
of Independence –
Ornamental Fountain,
miniature sheet 4s.
20 Sept, 200th Anniversary
of Independence in Huaura,
7s.60.
23 Sept, 200th Anniversary
of Independence – Fountain
of The Three Figures,
miniature sheet 3s.60.
27 Sept, 200th Anniversary
of Independence –Mariscal
Antonio José De Sucre
Monument, 4s.
30 Sept, 200th Anniversary
of Independence – Statue
of Liberty, Plazuela De La
Recoleta, miniature sheet
3s.60.
4 Oct, 200th Anniversary
of Independence – Old
National Stadium, miniature
sheet 4s.

Australia: First Regular
Airmail

Canada: Valour Road
(reduced)

Liechtenstein: 100
Years of Liechtenstein
Constitution

PORTUGAL
21 Sept, European Year of
Rail Transport, 2×54c., 88c.,
91c., miniature sheet €2.30.
30 Sept, World Figures of
History and Culture, 2×91c.
11 Oct, Five Centuries of
Portuguese Presence in
Southern Seas, 70c., 91c.
15 Oct, Seara Nova
Magazine – 100 Years, 54c.,
€1.

Netherlands: Dutch
Horse Breeds
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RUSSIA

Russia: Military Uniform
of Red Army and
Navy of USSR – 1941
(reduced)

San Marino: 25th
Anniversary Restoration
of Palazzo Pubblico

1 Sept, Zvezda Shipbuilding
Complex, 50r.
9 Sept, Cities of Labour
Valour – Ekaterinburg,
4×60r.
12 Sept, 800th Anniversary
of Annunciation Monastery,
Nizhy Novgorod, miniature
sheet 100r.
15 Sept, 300 Years of
Nishtadsky Peace Treaty,
56r.
21 Sept, Military Uniform
of Red Army and Navy of
USSR – 1941, 4 x30r.
22 Sept, Heroes of Russian
Federation –V E Chubenko
(1971–2005), 40r.
28 Sept, History of
Domestic Tractor
Construction – Crawler
Tractors, 4×24r.
4 Oct, 100th Anniversary
of Museum of A P Chekhov
in Yalta, 50r.
5 Oct, 50 Years of
International Organisation
of Space Communications
– Intersputnik, 50r.
6 Oct, 100 Years of
Rosgosstrakh, 56r.
13 Oct, Eurasian Women's
Forum, 50r.
14 Oct, Holy Trinity NovoGolutvin Convent, 50r.
15 Oct, Lighthouses of
Russia, 2×40r
21 Oct, Georgievsky Hall,
Grand Kremlin Palace, 56r.
28 Oct, 150th Anniversary
of Birth of Ivan M Gubkin
(1871–1939), 40r.
SAINT-PIERRE-ETMIQUELON
9 Oct, Ancient Trades –
The Sailmaker, €2.
SAN MARINO

United Nations:
International Day of
Peace, John Lennon
Imagine (reduced)

21 Sept, Dubai
World Exposition,
€3.90; Bicentenary of
Homeopathy in Italy, €3;
Italy on Top of Europe,
€2.20; Inter-Italian
Champions 2020–21, €2;
Christmas, €1.80; 65th
Anniversary of Council of
Europe Development Bank,
€1.15; 150th Anniversary
of Rome Capital City,
€1.10; 25th Anniversary
Restoration of Palazzo
Pubblico, 70c.
SERBIA

USA: Otters in Snow

11 Oct, 60th Anniversary
of First Conference of
Non-Aligned Movement,
Belgrade, 30d., 86d.

14 Oct, 140th Anniversary
of Serbian-American
Diplomatic Relations,
miniature sheet 2×88d.
18 Oct, World Boxing
Championships, Serbia, 30d.
22 Oct, 100th Anniversary
of Sports Aviation in Serbia,
30d.
29 Oct, Tourism in Serbia,
30d.
SLOVAKIA
18 Oct, Art – Matthäus
Merian (1593–1650), €2.20.
SLOVENIA
23 Sept, Nika Križnar,
miniature sheet, €2.37;
Well at Maribor Castle,
miniature sheet €2.37;
200th Anniversary of
National Museum of
Slovenia, 79c.; Working
Dogs, €1.33, €1.46, €1.69,
miniature sheet €1.96,
Priority Stamps, A, B.
14 Oct, Slovenia’s Olympic
Gold Medals, 3×€1.33.
SOUTH GEORGIA
AND SOUTH
SANDWICH ISLANDS
1 Sept, Ecosystems in
Recovery – Whales, 2×55p,
2×70p, 2×80p.
28 Oct, Island Series Part
1 – Southern Thule, 2×70p,
2×80p, 2×£1.25.
SPAIN
1 Oct, 40th Anniversary of
Civil Protection Spain, 70c.
5 Oct, Prehistoric Rock
Art Sites of Côa Valley and
Siega Verde, miniature sheet
€4.15.
6 Oct, Soccer – Zamora
CF, €1.80.
7 Oct, 450th Anniversary
Battle of Lepanto, miniature
sheet €5.15.
11 Oct, Sightseeing
– Formentor Award
(UPAEP), €1.60.
14 Oct, Spanish
Achievements Abroad –
Louvre Museum in Abu
Dhabi, miniature sheet
€4.14.
18 Oct, 50 Years of Faculty
of Information Sciences of
Complutense University of
Madrid, €1.50.
19 Oct, 75th Anniversary
of Spanish Society of
Microbiology, €2.50.
21 Oct, Pedro Fernández
de Castro Andrade and
Portugal, VII Count of
Lemos, €2; Exfilna 2021
– Lugo, miniature sheet
€5.80.

25 Oct, Leather Embossing
Machines, €4.15.
28 Oct, Alcalá de Henares
Film Festival/Community
of Madrid (ALCINE) 50th
Anniversary, €2.50.
SRI LANKA
9 Oct, Yapahuwa Lion
(definitive), 1000lkr.;
Endemic Birds of Sri Lanka,
6×25lkr.; World Post Day,
15lkr.
19 Oct, National MeeladUn-Nabi, 15lkr.
SWEDEN
22 Oct, Slania 100 Years,
miniature sheet 100k.
THAILAND
9 Oct, Crabs, 4×5b.;
World Post Day, 3b.
22 Oct, HM Queen Sirikit
The Queen Mother's 89th
Birthday, 9b.
TRISTAN DA CUNHA
23 Sept, HRH Prince
Philip, The Duke of
Edinburgh 1921–2021, 45p,
80p, £1.05, £2.30.
TUNISIA
9 Oct, World Postal Day
Digitalization of Tunsian
Postage Stamp, 75m.
24 Oct, Oued Madjerda
(joint issue with Algeria),
1d.20.
UKRAINE
2 Sept, 400th Anniversary
of Battle of Khotyn,
miniature sheet W.
6 Sept, 40 Years – Ivan
Myasoyedov/Eugene Zotov
1881–1953 (joint issue with
Liechtenstein), miniature
sheet 2×Z.
8 Sept, Science Is It,
miniature sheet 4×V.
14 Sept, Astronomical
Observatory of I Franko
Lviv, National University,
250 Years, 9×V.
18 Sept, Beauty and
Greatness of Ukraine,
miniature sheet 4×11h.,
sheet 12×V.
28 Sept, 200 Years of
Nikolaev Astronomical
Observatory, sheet 9×V.
29 Sept, Coat of Arms,
D, F.
4 Oct, House with
Chimeras, Kyiv, sheet
2×11h., 2×16h.50, 33h.

13 Oct, Centenary of
Second Winter Campaign,
sheet 8×V.
22 Oct, Ukrainian Vehicles,
two sheets 9×V.
29 Oct, Military Units
of Ukrainian Revolution
1917–21, three sheets 9×V.
UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES
5 Sept, Stone Curlew and
Houbara, sheet 2×3aed.
1 Oct, Expo 2020,
miniature sheet 5×3aed.,
sheet 20aed.
10 Oct, UAE–Kazakhstan
Joint Issue, sheet 4×3aed.
UNITED NATIONS
21 Sept, International Day
of Peace – John Lennon
Imagine, $1.30, 1f.50, €1,
three souvenir sheets $2.60,
2f.60, €2.85.
1 Oct, Expo Dubai,
miniature sheet $1.15, 2f.,
€1.80.
11 Oct, Biodiversity
Conference, miniature
sheet $1.30, 2f., €1.80.
URUGUAY
10 Oct, 150 Years of Rural
Association, $27; Xacobeo
21–22, $27, $75.
18 Oct, 30 Years of
Mercosur, $75.
19 Oct, Democracy Day,
$27, $75.
22 Oct, 125 Years of
Banco de la República
Oriental del Uruguay, sheet
3×$27.
27 Oct, Centennial of
Celestino Bové Battalion of
Combat Engineers No. 4,
miniature sheet $27.
29 Oct, Tourist
Destinations – Durazno,
8×$27.
USA
7 Oct, A Visit from St
Nick, 58c.
12 Oct, Otters in Snow,
58c.
VATICAN
8 Sept, 52nd International
Eucharistic Congress, €1.10,
€1.15; 700th Anniversary
Death of Dante Alighieri,
sheet 4×€1.15; 450th
Anniversary Birth of
Caravaggio, miniature
sheet €5.40; Centenary
of Foundation of Catholic
University of Sacred Heart,
€1.10; 300th Anniversary of
Congregation of Passionists,
€1.10.
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The Stanley Gibbons Auction House has
been operating philatelic auctions since 1901.

AUCTIONS

The Stanley Gibbons Auction
House has been operating
philatelic auctions since 1901.
Following the refurbishment
of our auction room, and the
continuing increase of instructions
from third parties, we are looking
for national and international
agents who may be interested in
working with our recognised and
trusted brand as we continue to
expand our global reach.
We offer uncapped commission,
and our un-rivalled team of inhouse experts ensure maximum
realisation from our lots.
If you would be interested in
working with us please email our
Head of Auctions, Tom Hazell at
thazell@stanleygibbons.com

@StanleyGibbons
@StanleyGibbons

/StanleyGibbonsGroup
/StanleyGibbonsGroup

@StanleyGibbons
@StanleyGibbons
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COLLECTABLE DEALERS
INSURANCE
ALL RISKS cover at premises [house, office or shop] and transit to
& from and while at Fairs, Exhibitions etc.
£2 million Public Liability, Employers Liability and Money.
OPTIONAL cover for Buildings, Shopfronts and glass, Loss of
Profits, Goods in Transit -both Vehicles and postal / carrier.
ALL RISKS cover for Private Collectors

BRIAN REEVE
STAMP AUCTIONS
REGULAR PUBLIC AUCTIONS IN LONDON AT OUR PREMISES

ALL WORLD SALES
INCLUDING MANY LOTS TOTALLY UNRESERVED

SOCIETIES cover includes PUBLIC LIABILITY
AUCTION, PACKET, TROPHIES, EXHIBITION

NEXT SALE

STAMP INSUR ANCE SERVICES
CGI Services Limited [Dept 01] 29 Bowhay Lane
EXETER EX4 1PE tel: 01392 433 949 fax: 01392 427 632
Authorised & Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

WED. 26TH JANUARY 2022
As usual there will be a scan or video for every lot so
that the whole auction is viewable online worldwide.
UNSOLD LOTS FROM OUR OCTOBER SALE ARE
AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT NOVEMBER

BUYING IRELAND
Top prices paid for collections, lots, singles,
covers, back-of-book etc.

POSTAGE WANTED

(full gum) at 50%
¤1-¤10 values at 55%
Immediate settlement in the currency of your choice.
Consignments accepted for our regular Public Auctions in Dublin
VAT NO: IE 9F46460K

We are always searching for new material for our auctions
– to sell on consignment or purchase outright. Dealer’s
stocks, collections, better single items, etc. always wanted.

BRIAN REEVE STAMP AUCTIONS
2 COLLEGE FIELDS, PRINCE GEORGE’S ROAD, LONDON SW19 2PT

Tel: 020 8672 6702

MACDONNELL WHYTE LTD
102 Leinster Rd, Dublin 6, Ireland
Tel: +353 1 4977449 Fax: +353 1 4977440
E-mail:mdwltd@eircom.net

Fax 020 8682 2752

www.brian-reeve.com
brian@brian-reeve-auctions.com
Live Internet bidding – see website for details

DECEMBER 5th SALE
Our December sale will include a good range of BC, Foreign and GB items and collections.

On-line bidding via Easylive

CONTACT US TODAY FOR A FREE COPY OF OUR NEXT CATALOGUE.
TO: Tony Lester Auctions Ltd
The Sidings, Birdingbury Rd,
Marton, Nr Rugby,
Warwickshire CV23 9RX

on (01926) 634809
tonylester@btconnect.com
Website: www.tonylester.co.uk
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Diary Dates

Auction Diary
Auction dates have been compiled from information supplied by event organisers. Philatelic Exporter cannot be held
responsible for any errors, changes or omissions. Please check every event carefully to confirm its current status. For
inclusion in future listings, please email aboyd@philatelicexporter.com
DECEMBER
1 WARWICK & WARWICK

Chalon House, Scar Bank,
Millers Road, Warwick
CV34 5DB (online)
1/2 CAVENDISH

Cavendish House, 153–57
London Road, Derby DE1
2SY
1/2 ROBERT A SIEGEL

9th Floor, 6 West 48th
Street, New York, NY
10036, USA
1/4 ABACUS

29 Hardner Road, Mount
Waverley, Victoria, 3149,
Australia
3 HANSONS

Heage Lane, Etwall,
Derbyshire DE65 6LS

5 PROVINCIAL

Benson Parish Hall,
Sunnyside, Benson,
Wallingford OX10 6LZ

22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit
53, Danbury, CT 06810,
USA

Unit 2 The Sidings,
Birdingbury Road, Marton,
Rugby, CV23 9RX

Relenbergstraße 78, 70174
Stuttgart, Germany

Community Centre, Fen
Road, Washingborough
LN4 1AB
13 PLUMRIDGE

7 SOTHEBY’S

34–35 New Bond Street,
London W1A 2AA
7/8 CHERRYSTONE

300 Frank W Burr
Boulevard, Box 35,
Teaneck, NJ 07666, USA
7/8 JAMES

5 Norwich Street,
Fakenham, Norfolk NR21
9AF

Unit 3, Ducks Nest Farm,
Eversley Road, Arborfield
RG2 9PJ
8 AJH

3/4 WAP

Hardtgasse 25/14, 1190
Vienna, Austria
11 BIL

5 TONY LESTER

7/9 LODDON
3/4 DANIEL F KELLEHER

10 CLASSICPHIL

Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors BB5 5JP

Sunbury Cricket Club,
Lower Hampton Road,
Sunbury-on-Thames
TW16 5PS
13/16 DAVID FELDMAN

59 Route de Chancy,
Building D, 1213 Petit-Lancy,
Switzerland
14/15 H R HARMER

45 Rockefeller Plaza, 630
Fifth Avenue, Suite 2607,
New York, NY 10111, USA
14/16 DANIEL F KELLEHER

22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit
53, Danbury, CT 06810,
USA
16 ROBERT A SIEGEL

9th Floor, 6 West 48th
Street, New York, NY
10036, USA

8 CORBITTS

Egerton Court, Haig Road,
Parkgate, Knutsford WA16
8DX

Britannia Hotel, Newcastle
Airport, Woolsington,
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE13 8DJ

18 SOUTH WEST

4 WORTHING

8 SPINK

20 DANIEL F KELLEHER

4 CHESHIRE STAMP AUCTIONS

Charmandean Centre,
Forest Road, Worthing
BN14 9HS

67–69 Southampton Row,
Bloomsbury, London
WC1B 4ET

Harewood House,
Ridgeway, Plympton,
Plymouth PL7 2AS

22 Shelter Rock Lane, Unit
53, Danbury, CT 06810,
USA

FORTHCOMING

CHERRYSTONE

On 7–8 December, Cherrystone will hold a 1554-lot sale of US and
Worldwide Stamps and Postal History. It will begin with United States,
with 19th- and 20th-century single rarities, proofs, essays and back
of the book material. Among the items from the 20th century is an
example of the 1979 $1 Rush Lamp and Candle Holder with the brown
inverted (the CIA invert), which has an estimate of $14,000 (lot 310).
European countries are well represented, with a good showing
of Great Britain and British Commonwealth, including a couple

JANUARY
4/5 JAMES

5 Norwich Street,
Fakenham, Norfolk NR21
9AF

9 AJH

Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors BB5 5JP
12 BIL

11 SPINK

15 Abchurch Lane,
London EC4N 7BW

Washingborough
Community Centre, Fen
Road, Washingborough
LN4 1AB

11 UNIVERSAL

12 CHESHIRE STAMP AUCTIONS

4 The Old Coalyard, West
End, Northleach GL54
3HE

Egerton Court, Haig Road,
Parkgate, Knutsford WA16
8DX

12 AJH

19 SOUTH WEST

Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors BB5 5JP
22 AVH

PO Box 569, Welwyn
Garden City AL7 9NP
(postal)
22 SOMERSET

Hill Farm, Hemyock,
Cullompton EX15 3UZ
26 BRIAN REEVE

2 College Fields, Prince
Georges Road, London
SW19 2PT

Harewood House,
Ridgeway, Plympton,
Plymouth PL7 2AS
MARCH
1 GROSVENOR

Third Floor, 399–401
Strand, London WC2R 0LT
2/3 CAVENDISH

Cavendish House, 153–57
London Road, Derby DE1
2SY
4 TENNANTS

26 VANCE

PO Box 267, Smithville,
ON L0R 2A0, Canada
(online)
FEBRUARY
5 STADE

Markgrafenstraße 5,
79639 Grenzach-Wyhlen,
Germany

Auction Centre, Harmby
Road, Leyburn DL8 5SG
7/11 CHRISTOPH GÄRTNER

Steinbeisstraße 6+8, 74321
Bietigheim-Bissingen,
Germany
9 AJH

Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors BB5 5JP

of mint 1933 Centenary sets from the Falkland Islands, as well
as a scarce single 5s. value from the issue that has an estimate
of $1400 (lot 794).
South America is highlighted by classic Colombia. Other
noteworthy areas include the late Roy Koczarski's award-wining
collection of Poland, plus Russia, where there is an unused
10k. brown and blue from the first issue of 1857, which has an
estimate of $23,000 (lot 1203).
The sale concludes with large lots and collections, ranging
from single country albums to specialised collections, multicarton worldwide groups and cover lots.
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Major Events
During the current coronavirus crisis, before travelling, readers are strongly advised to confirm with organisers that
events are still being held. Please email aboyd@philatelicexporter.com with details of future events.i
2022 JANUARY

27/28 SPRING SOUTH OF ENGLAND

The Grandstand, York Racecourse,
York YO23 1EX

POSTCARD FAIR
Leisure Centre, Woking Park,
Kingfield Road, Woking, Surrey
GU22 9BA

stampshows.net

postcard.co.uk

2022 FEBRUARY

2022 JUNE

4/5 LIVERPOOL STAMP FAIR

9/12 CAPEX 2022

21/22 YORK STAMP & COIN FAIR

23/24 AUTUMN SOUTH OF ENGLAND

POSTCARD FAIR
Leisure Centre, Woking Park,
Kingfield Road, Woking, Surrey
GU22 9BA
postcard.co.uk

terryhuntsc@yahoo.com

capex22.org

liberec2022.eu

london2022.co

County Showground, Weston
Road, Satfford ST18 0BD
jrs-stamp-shows.co.uk

2022 MARCH

2022 JULY

31/3 HUNFILEX 2022

15/16 YORK STAMP & COIN FAIR

Budapest, Fővám tér 11–12,
Budapest, 1093 Hungary
hunfilex2022.com
2022 APRIL
22/23 SCOTTISH CONGRESS

Five Rivers Leisure Centre, Hulse
Road Salisbury SP1 3NR
salisburystampshow.co.uk
14/16 NOJEX-ASDA POSTAGE STAMP EXPO

stampshows.net

americanstampdealer.com

2022 AUGUST

14/16 STAMPA 2022

Nusantara Building, Indonesian
Parliament, Jalan Jenderal Gatot
Subroto, 10270 Jakarta, Indonesia

scottishphilately.co.uk

indonesia2020.com

2022 MAY

25/28 GREAT AMERICAN STAMP SHOW

Convention Center, 1400 J St,
Sacramento, CA 95814, USA

World Trade Center, Xinyi Roadm
Xinyi District, Taipei City, Taiwan

stamps.org

taipei2020.post.gov.tw

2022 SEPTEMBER

18/22 HELVETICA 2022

8/11 MELBOURNE 2022

helvetia2022.ch

Padiglione Conza, Lugano,
Switzerland

14/15 SALISBURY STAMP SHOW

Grandstand, York Racecourse, York
YO23 1EX

Dewars Centre, Glover Street,
Perth PH2 0TH

6/10 TAIPEI 2022

Wellness Hotel Babylon, Liberec,
Czech Republic

Hilton Meadowlands, 5
Meadowlands Plaza, East
Rutherford, NJ 07073, USA

4/9 INDONESIA 2022

24/26 MONACOPHIL 2022

monacophil.eu

Liner Hotel, Lord Nelson Street,
Liverpool L3 5QB

17/18 STAFFORD STAMP SHOW

jrs-stamp-shows.co.uk

Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco

13/16 LIBEREC 2022

Business Design Centre, 52 Upper
Street, Islington, London N1 0QH

County Showground, Weston
Road, Stafford ST18 0BD

2022 OCTOBER

Toronto Convention Centre,
255 Front Street West, Toronto,
Ontario M5V 2W6, Canada

19/26 LONDON 2022

11/12 STAFFORD STAMP SHOW

Griffith College Conference
Centre, South Circular Road,
Dublin 8, Ireland
stampa.ie
21/23 NORDIA 2022

Birkerød Idrættscenter, Bistrupsvej
1, Birkerød, 3460, Denmark
postimerkkikerho.fi

2023 MARCH
16/19 NZ2023

Auckland, New Zealand
2023 MAY
25/28 IBRA 2023

Messe Essen, Norbertstraße,
45131 Essen, Germany
ibra2023.de
2023 AUGUST
10/13 GREAT AMERICAN STAMP SHOW

Huntingdon Convention Center,
300 Lakeside Avenue, Cleveland,
OH 44114, USA
stamps.org
11/15 TAIPEI 2023

Taipei, Chinese Taipei
2023 SEPTEMBER
7/10 MULTILATERALE 2023

Koper, Slovenia

2022 NOVEMBER

2023 OCTOBER

8/12 CAPE TOWN 2022

13/15 NOJEX-ASDA POSTAGE STAMP EXPO

Caulfield Racecourse, Caulfield
East, Victoria 3145, Australia

Convention Centre, Convention
Square, 1 Lower Long Street, Cape
Town, South Africa

melbourne2022.com.au

capetown2021.org

americanstampdealer.com

Hilton Meadowlands, 5
Meadowlands Plaza, East
Rutherford, NJ 07073, USA

For increased publicity, please contact advertising@philatelicexporter.com or telephone 01425 481055.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED

KILOWARE

NETHERLANDS and Colonies.

HUNGARY WANTED:

we buy stamps, collections, better singles,
errors, postal history, vintage postcards, coins
and banknotes. We buy Hungary postage after
1990 and pay 75% face.
Darabanth Co.,
1244 Budapest, Postafiok 979, Hungary.
Tel: 00-36-1-317-47-57
www.darabanth.hu, info@darabanth.hu

Tel: +44 (0)1425 481055
Email: advertising@philatelicexporter.com

Paying up to 100% for mnh pre-1900, 30% for mnh
pre-1940. First issues specialized, covers,
collections, etc – please offer.
Smits Philately,
Grote Wade 23 A/B
NL-3439NX Nieuwegein
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 30 2443170. Fax: +31 30 2892620.
Internet: www.filatelie.net

Supplier to the Trade of on and off paper mixtures
(kiloware) for over 40 years!! Price list free on
request. Guaranteed full refund if not satisfied.
Offers On paper: GB Commems no xmas £30 / kg,
Channels Islands £40 / kg, Guernsey Commems £55 /
kg, World Charity £30 / kg, USA Commems No Xmas
£50 / kg, Botswana £85 / kg, Australia Commems
£40/kg....plus many more, please enquire.
Off paper: World £35 / kg, Commonwealth £59 / kg,
West Europe £55 / kg. Smaller quantities may be
purchased

Wanted

Any on or off paper stamp mixtures for cash
or exchange!

POSTAGE WANTED

RUSHSTAMPS

GUERNSEY/ALDERNEY ONLY

WORLDWIDE TRADE LIST
LARGE DISCOUNTS
MANY THEMATIC SETS
SEND FOR YOUR COPY

THE GUERNSEY STAMP CO. LTD.
Le Puits, Havelet, St Peter Port, GUERNSEY, GY1 1BA CHANNEL ISLANDS.
Tel: 01481 721314

JAPAN WANTED

We buy stamps, collections, better
signles, errors, postal history,
cancellations.
We buy Japanese postage above 50yen
paying 75% face.
1yen-45yen paying 60% face.
British & Overseas Philatelic Agency
P.O.Box 80 Shibuya
Tokyo 150-8691 Japan
www.bopa.jp
Email: tkiobopa@tky2.3web.ne.jp

AUCTIONS

016D0209

1p - 65p Paying Face Value Less 85%
66p - £10 Paying Face Value Less 75%

Meridian Stamp Co Ltd

9 Quarry Court, Pitstone Green Business Park,
Pitstone, Bucks LU7 9GW, U.K.
Tel. 01296 668758. E-Mail meridianstamps@aol.com

G.B. WANTED 1840 to date.

Ask for Current Buying List or
view online at www.rushstamps.co.uk
G.B. “E” values WE PAY £1 EACH

(Any Quantity)

MAGNIFIERS

Rushstamps, P. O. Box One,
Lyndhurst, Hampshire SO43 7PP.

PRODUCT LIST

CLASSIFIED AD
SALES

2x Dome LED
Magniﬁer
RISM2X
£32.95

To advertise here next month

10x Jewellers
Loupe
RISM10X
£17.45

Call: +44 (0) 01425 481057
or email: advertising
@stanleygibbons.com

WEBSITES

8x LED
Inspection
Stand Magniﬁer
RISM8X
£34.95
6x Linen Tester
RISM6X
£17.45

WE SELL COLLECTIONS
ALL WORLD AT
LOW TRADE PRICES

www.filatelie.net
FOR SALE

TRADE SUPPLIES

Mounts, glassine bags, stockpages,
stockcards & bespoke products.
WWW.PRINZTRADESALES.CO.UK

PRINZ PUBLICATIONS (UK) LTD
Uuit 20A Longrock Ind Estate, Longrock
CORNWALL, TR20 8HX
info@prinz.co.uk

USA
UNITED STATES
WE BUY, SELL & TRADE FOR THE US &
UN MINT, USED & DOCUMENTS
Bick Int’l – PO Box 854, Van Nuy, CA 91408, USA
1+818-613-3418 • iibick@sbcglobal.net
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Diary Dates

Trade Diary
At the present time, information on fairs can change at short notice. Readers are strongly advised to confirm with
organisers that events are still being held. Please email aboyd@philatelicexporter.com with details of future events.i
DECEMBER
4 BECKENHAM (RM)

Azelia Hall, 258 Croydon Road,
BR3 4DA
4 LICHFIELD (JRS)

Boley Park Community Hall,
Ryknild Street WS14 9XU
5 PORTSMOUTH (PA)

Cosham Community Centre,
Wootton Street PO6 3AP

27 MORLEY (HVJ)

16 DRONFIELD (HVJ)

12 LEICESTER (JLS)

29 FARNHAM (PA)

19 EAST GRINSTEAD (MJP)

16 EAST GRINSTEAD (MJP)

Chequer Mead Arts Centre, De
La Warr Road, East Grinstead
RH19 3BS

Chequer Mead Arts Centre, De
La Warr Road, East Grinstead
RH19 3BS

22 GUILDFORD (CR)

19 HULL (HVJ)

Onslow Village Hall, Wilderness
Road, Onslow GU2 7QR

St James Centre, 169 First Lane,
Hassle HU13 9EY

29 CHICHESTER (R&R)

19 SITTINGBOURNE (CR)

Commercial Street, near Leeds
LS27 8HZ

Upper Hale, Farnham Village Hall,
Wings Road GU9 0HN
JANUARY 2022
1 FELBRIDGE (CR)

Felbridge Village Hall, Crawley
Down Road RH19 2NT

5 SANDY (SI)

Scout Headquarters, Sunderland
Road SG19 1QY

8 BECKENHAM (RM)

Azelia Hall, 258 Croydon Road,
BR3 4DA

11 DERBY (HVJ)

Nunsfield Community Hall, 33
Boulton Road, Alveston DE24 0FD

8 DERBY (HVJ)

Nunsfield Community Hall, 33
Boulton Road, Alveston DE24 0FD

11 SUTTON COLDFIELD (JRS)

Methodist Church Hall, South
Parade B72 1QY

8 EASTBOURNE (CR)

St Mary’s Church Hall, Decoy
Drive, Hampden Park BN22 9PP

12 SLIP END (SI)

Village Hall, junction of Markyate
Road and Grove Road LU1 4BU

8 LEICESTER (JLS)

29 LIVERPOOL (TB)

St Columba Church Hall, Hillfoot
Road, Hunts Cross L25 0NR
29 MORLEY (HVJ)

Commercial Street, Near Leeds
LS27 8HZ
30 SEVENOAKS (R&R)

Stag Plaza, Stag Theatre, London
Road TN13 1ZZ
FEBRUARY

8 SUTTON COLDFIELD (JRS)

4/5 LIVERPOOL (TB)

Methodist Church Hall, South
Parade B72 1QY

18 SITTINGBOURNE (CR)

Carmel Hall, Ufton Lane (off West
Street) ME10 1JB

Parish Hall, Stockbridge Gardens,
Donnington PO19 8QR

The Holiday Inn. Derby Room St
Nicholas Circle Leicester LE1 5LX

18 HULL (HVJ)

St James Centre, 169 First Lane,
Hessle HU13 9EY

Coal Aston Village Hall, Coal
Aston, Sheffield S18 3AY

14 LONDON (TDP)

Royal National Hotel, Bedford
Way, Russell Square WC1H 0DG

Liner Hotel, Lord Nelson Street,
Merseyside L3 5QB
5 BECKENHAM (RM)

Azelia Hall, 258 Croydon Road,
BR3 4DA

19 DRONFIELD (HVJ)

Coal Aston Village Hall, Coal
Aston, Sheffield S18 3AY
27 AYLESBURY (SI)

Church of the Good Shepherd,
Churchill Avenue, Southcourt
HP21 8ER

15 HULL (HVJ)

St James Centre, 169 First Lane,
Hassle HU13 9EY
15 PLYMSTOCK (PF)

Community Centre, 6 Memory
Lane PL99GH

KEY TO ORGANISERS
CPF: Cornwall Philatelic Federation (cornwallphilatelic.co.uk)
CR: Chris Rapley (01795 478175/07711 677760)
H: Hampex (Colin Mount, 01425 474310)
HVJ: H V Johnson & Co (01909 562927 or 07808665472)
JLS: John Suschitzky (0116 235 0441)
JRS: JRS Fairs (01785 259350)
MJP: M J Perriman (01903 244875)
MRT: Michael R Thompson (01474 325507)

5 LICHFIELD (JRS)

Boley Park Community Hall,
Ryknild Street WS14 9XU
12 DERBY (HVJ)

Nunsfield Community Hall, 33
Boulton Road, Alveston DE24 0FD

The Holiday Inn. Derby Room St
Nicholas Circle Leicester LE1 5LX

Carmel Hall, Ufton Lane (off West
Street) ME10 1JB
20 DRONFIELD (HVJ)

Coal Aston Village Hall, Coal
Aston, Sheffield S18 3AY
23 TORQUAY (PF)

Torquay Boys’ Grammar School,
Shiphay Manor Drive TQ2 7EL
26 MONTROSE (NEF)

Hillside Village Hall, Dubton Road,
Hillside, Montrose DD10 9HB
26 MORLEY (HVJ)

Commercial Street, Near Leeds
LS27 8HZ
MARCH
5 BECKENHAM (RM)

Azelia Hall, 258 Croydon Road,
BR3 4DA
5 INVERURIE POSTCARD FAIR (NEF)

Garioch Heritage Centre, Loco
Works Road, Inverurie AB51 4FY
5 LAUNCESTON (CPF)

Central Methodist Church Hall,
Castle Street, Launceston PL15
8BD

NEF: North East Fairs (01674 832823)
PA: Panda Fairs (01489 582673)
PF: Phoenix Fairs (01288 381489/01395 516060)
R&R: R&R Fairs (01303 238807)
RL: Richard Lewis (01945 700594)
RM: Ray McQuade (0208 3959285)
SI: Simon Shaw (01494 446004/07534 496845)
TDP: Trevor Davis Partnership (020 8946 4489/01793 513431)
TEB: Terry Barnett (0151 4862610)
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Classified Advertisement
Order Form
I wish my advertisement to be placed under
the following heading
........................................................................
(PE will place your advertisement under the requested
heading or the closest equivalent)

Please tick which issues you wish to
advertise in:
January
February
March
April
May
June

July
August
September
October
November
December

Please tick which size advert you wish to
purchase:
2 cm - £18.00
3 cm - £27.00
4 cm - £36.00

5 cm - £45.00
6 cm - £54.00

*Please note, prices do not include VAT. Please add +20%
onto your payment.

Please note, we can not be held responsible for the quality
or performance of goods and/or services advertised in this
publication. The Advertising Standards Authority (ASA)
exist to regulate the contents of advertisements and they
can be reached on 020 7492 2222.

EVERYTHING
FOR THE

STAMP

COLLECTOR
• BINDERS
• CATALOGUES
• ACCESSORIES

• MOUNTS &
HINGES
• GIBBONS
STAMP
MONTHLY

• STOCKBOOKS

For trade enquiries, contact Kerry Finney on 01425 472 363
@StanleyGibbons

/StanleyGibbonsGroup

@StanleyGibbons

STANLEY GIBBONS
399 Strand | London | WC2R 0LX
www.stanleygibbons.com

Attach your ad and post to:
Advertisement Sales Department,
Stanley Gibbons Ltd., 7 Parkside,
Christchurch Road, Ringwood,
Hampshire. BH24 3SH.
advertising@philatelicexporter.com
01425 481055
December 2021 Philatelic Exporter
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Regular Feature: Back Stampix

SUBSCRIPTIONS FORM
Worldwide, Air Mail
United Kingdom
1 year ...............................£50
1 year ...............................£35
Europe (inc Eire), Air Mail
1 year ...............................£40

New Subscription
Renewal

Graham Phillips takes another look at
some of the pictures that appeared in
Philatelic Exporter in…
DECEMBER 2005
Scotex packs them in (Chad Neighbor)
Ray McMillan found he had
quality than quantity when
it came to customers. A
past organiser of Scotex,
Ray McMillan of Middle
East Stamps in Edinburgh,
reported that the Saturday
‘was a funny day’. As is
typically the case, the initial
rush was to the postcard
dealers. ‘The first three
hours were next to nothing
... and then you start making
your sales.’ He added that he
had fewer customers than
normal but made more sales.

Start with issue dated ...............................................................................

Please send my copies to:
Name ..............................................................................................
Company .........................................................................................
Address ...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
...........................................................................................
.................................. Zip/Postcode......................................
Country ............................................................................................
Telephone ........................................................................................
e-mail ..............................................................................................
Fax ..................................................................................................
Company Registration Number ............................................................
Professional bodies affiliated to ............................................................
Payment in £ Sterling
I wish to pay by
cheque/postal order (must be payable to: Stanley Gibbons)
credit card
Instruction to your credit card company to accept charges against
your debit/credit/switch card
Name of Account Holder
.......................................................................................................
Debit/Credit/Maestro card number

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
Card starting date ■■/■■
Card expiry date ■■/■■
Card issue no (Maestro) ■■ CVC Number ■■■■

Of course, not everyone
had glowing reports, and
one who said the event was
‘OK I suppose’ was Robert
Murray of Edinburgh. His
view was coloured by the
fact that he had a puncture
and ‘I had the experience of
lifting a 1½-ton van before
I came.’ The result was that
he didn’t reach the venue
until after noon, and his
sales turned out to be only
average.

Friendly Philatex (Otto Hornung)

Hugh Jefferies, who had recently celebrated 30 years
with Stanley Gibbons, talking to Nigel Haworth,
chairman of the PTS.

Signature................................................ Date ................................
Philatelic Exporter is strictly trade only and your company
details will be checked by our sales team.

Call the Hotline now +44 (0)1425 472363
or simply post the reply form
Send to: Philatelic Exporter, Stanley Gibbons Limited, 7 Parkside,
Christchurch Road, Ringwood, Hampshire, BH24 3SH, England
E-mail: subscriptions@philatelicexporter.com

Otto talking to Ted Proud at his stand, with Sue
Mertens. I spent a lot of time at Ted Proud’s stand and
it was well worth it, talking about old times, about
exhibitions we’d gone to and amusing experiences.
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A MES S A G E TO EX P ER IENC ED DEALER S

Tired of Selling at Poor Prices?

– Work ‘Smarter’

Sell through U PA

Do You have More Stock than You can Sell, and Too Few
Clients? An Opportunity Exists for Experienced Dealers…

according to the value of the lots sold…
BUT, if you wish to take advantage of 1,742
different bidders in UPA’s last auction (Nr.82)
from 52 different countries (95% collectors),
catalogues which are printed and mailed to
5,000 different collectors all over the world
at a cost of £60,000+ each auction, and
viewed by thousands more collectors on-line,
£150,000+ per annum marketing ‘spend’,
5,000+ high-res quality colour corrected
images in each catalogue and more on-line…
you will need to be computer-literate, because
after we agree commission on a no sale no
charge basis, we’ll give you unique stock
numbers which track your lots through each
auction, and a stock input program so that you
can get started describing and making the most
of your surplus stock…

As we’re all getting older, we need to
find NEW ways to stop duplicating work,
make our knowledge, our experience and
stock work harder and ‘smarter’ for us.

If you send stamps to auction, you’ll know the
problem – they don’t sell them! And when
they do, at other times they ‘give’ them away
by poor description and paucity of clients
and then they congratulate themselves by
publishing the results. So, you end up paying
an auction to sell your stamps to other dealers,
or to sell them to collectors at dealer prices, a
modus operandi hardly likely to be a profitable
proposition for you...
Your stamps presented to
10,000+ collectors in 50+
Let’s face it, the best person to describe your
countries in UPA’s 20,000+
stamps is the person that cares most about lot quarterly auctions with
them – and that person is you! So here’s the NO buyer’s premiums and
proposition – you describe them, UPA will NO hidden extras, 95% lots
carefully monitor your descriptions against shipped ‘Loyalty Post-Free’
It goes without saying, there’s a little more
condition of stamps (and level of returns), and
present your stamps to more genuine qualified collectors, that
to discuss, you’ll want to know what percentage of lots sells
are prepared to pay an appropriate price, than you can reach
1st time (33% to 50%) and 2nd time offered (30% to 35%)
outside of any other philatelic postal auction (and that includes
etc… and agree commission rates which won’t be that low
promiscuous ‘bargain-seekers’ on-line).
for the premium service/access to real collectors that UPA
provides,
but will be lower for the simple reason that you’re
Naturally we can only offer this service to reputable,
describing
your lots, which we’re carefully vetting… because I’m
knowledgeable, experienced dealers who know how to
not prepared to let our 1% returns level be exceeded, which
describe stamps properly. Obviously you will have a minimum
estimate value per lot, and we may ‘tier’ our commission fee
ultimately benefits us all.

Thank you for reading. If you have higher value material and would like to try selling
profitably through UPA’s quarterly auctions, please contact Andrew to discuss.
To our mutual success, sincerely,

A

Andrew McGavin, Managing Director

Universal Philatelic Auctions
andrew@upastampauctions.co.uk
Office: 01451 861111
4, The Old Coalyard, West End, Northleach, Gloucestershire GL54 3HE
www.upastampauctions.co.uk – Go to auctions
NB. Absolutely NO lots to be sent to UPA without prior agreement
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